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1. Introduction,  Backgrounds and Patent Status.
1,1 Introduction
This report documents the findings of the II T Research
Institute (II TRx) market study of the "SIMS Prototype System 4",
a solar heating and domestic hot water (DHW) system, This system
was developed under the management of NASA Marshall. Space Flight
Center by IBM, Federal Systems Division, for the Department of
Energy, as part of a Solar Heating and Cooling Systems Development
Program. The objective in developing this particular system is
to demonstrate the feasibility of prepackaging cutrently available
solar heating components into modular sub-systems for site assembly,
The project resulted in a documented design and installation
procedure and a performance test report.
A
This II TRI study profiles the potential markets and applications
for this particular system in the non-federal market by assessing
the needs and requirements of potential users and specifiers, by
characterizing the nature of the market and the competitive envi-
ronment, by identifying the barriers to commercial acceptance, and
by estimating the size of the potential. market„ This analysis will
provide a perspective for making conclusions and recommendations
regarding the commercial potential of SIMS Prototype System 4.
1.2 Background
Solar technology as an alternative energy source has clearly
}	 experienced an intensified level of interest and commitment within
the public and private sector. Solar heating and cooling (SHAC)
as one component of the solar solution, has served as a leading
indicator of the problems and opportunities inherent in accelerating
the commercialization and market development of alternative energy
products and systems. The Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration
Act of 1974 has provided the formal basis for this initial market
thrust by 9HAC systems.
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Rising fuel costs offer an increasing justification for
considering solar systems for residential, industrial., and agri-
cultural markets. At the same time solar hardware has become
{ more reliable and maintainable, and more readily integrated with
4
	
	 conventional heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC)
products and methods of distribution. This has contributed toward
an improved image for solar systems among users and specifiers.
New tax incentive legislation (e.g., 50% for residential, 30% for
business) continues to reduce the economic barriers as well.
It is also evident that solar heating and cooling isstill at
the e early a^a_dopsta. a of market development where the penetrationa	 _.
total possible cap u e. _potential is still below 2%. A charac-
teristic of this stage is that technical novelty often outweighs
rational market considerations concerning economics and energy
conservation, As the forces described in the previous paragraph
become more pronounced the market can be expected to mature and
expand accordingly within the next decade. Penetration of the core
of market demand will require a greater emphasis on cost reduction,
reliability, and serviceability.
This background information indicates in a general sense the
state of the market for solar heating and cooling systems. These
issues will be expanded upon in the following sections of this
report, with a particular emphasis on the potential of the SIMS
Prototype System 4.
The solar heating and domestic hot water system that this
study focuses on is an air-type solar energy collection configu-
ration, It consists of a solar design which has been prepackaged
into modular sub-systems as much as possible, and subsequently
assembled at the site and monitored for performance. The system
consists of commercially available solar components, including
Solaron solar collectors, a rock storage bed, air handling equip-
ment, heat exchanger, DHW preheat tank, piping, controls, etc.
N
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The system was designed to be installed adjacent to a small single
family residence; and was installed for demonstration purposes
adjacent to a mobile home at the Mississippi Power and Light Company
Training Facilities, Clinton, Mississippi., The system is designed
to handle a load of 60 million BTU, with 240 ft 2 of collector sup-
plemented by an 80,000 BTU gas heater. It is estimated by NASA/IBM
that the installed system cost is about $8,050 (about $33/ft 2
 of
installed collector area) for a production volume of 100 units.
F	 It is important to distinguish between what the IBM custom-
`
	
	
designed system represents in terms of economics and performance,
and what the system has the potential of offering thru refinements
in the hardware and design configuration. The overall goal is to
assemble a system package which will most effectively serve the
needs of its potential market segments. This requires attention
to simplicity, reliability, serviceability, aesthetics, economics,
etc. By making assumptions and qualifications concerning the
n 3 z inn of these^ o,.t.^mi....t_..__ _^ t.._^P product features a realistic assessment can
be made of the conceivable depth and breadth of application of the
concept represented by SIMS Prototype System 4.
1.3 Patent Status
The SIMS Prototype System 4 utilized commercially available
components and products. The collector system in particular is
patented by Solaron, Denver, Colorado (U.S, Patent No. 4,073,283).
It does not appear that system design techniques, packaging, hard-
ware, and instumentation applied by IBM offer any patent potential.
3
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2, Technical Issues
The SIMS Prototype System 4 represents an approach to the
application enginL-ering, packaging, and installation of an air-
type solar heating and domestic hot water system, As has been
described, this system is an assembly of commercially available
components which are prepackaged as mush as possible in the
factory for simplified site installation. The system has been
designed initially for location adjacent to a single family
dwelling. The c,chematic on the following page illustrates the
type of system which has been assembled by IBM under the direction
of NASA Marshall Space Flight Center,.
The nature of the configuration and the performance record
are important factors in defining a solar system'6 market po-
tential. As a result we requested the Solar Energy Research
Institute (SERI), Market Development Branch, to review the
design and performance packages with the purpose of providing
a technical perspective on the SIMS System 4 in relation to
other systems and io relation to accepted industry practice.
This provided a bas , = of information from which we could attempt
to position the system in the current and expected future solar
heating and domestic hot water marketplace.
The SIMS System 4 is a first class, 'cadillac', system
primarily as evidenced by the use of Solaron collectors. Solaron
is a well respected company with a proven record of accomplishment
in the fledgling solar heating industry, Solaron has installed
over 1,000 systems (representing more that 375,000 square feet
of collector area installed over three years), an indication that
the design and performance are well proven and are suitable for
widespread residential, industrial and agricultural applications.
Dr. George Lof, President of Solaron, is noted for his contributions
over 20 years to the development of solar technology as a credible
energy alternative,
The SIMS Sytem 4 utilizes a good design and appears to perform
well. Utilizing standard components and systems, the design is
fairly straightforward, The concept of prepackaging the system
as much as possible, offers the potential of reducing field
E
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installation problems and cost, This has particular value for
retrofit applications (as opposed to new construction), where
the design, assembly, and installation of the solar system pro-
ceed fairly independently of any structural modifications to
the building. More detailed implications for the market devel-
opment potential of this 'preDackaged', stand-alone system will
be presented in the following sections of this report.
Specifically as a result of their review of the SIMS System
4, SERI has made the following comments for consideration in
optimizing the design and performance of the system;
• An 80 gallon perheat tank is generally more preferable
than a 52 gallon tank.
• Back draft dampers have a tendency to leak and therefore
may not present the best tradeoff between performance
and reliability.
• The control system appears to be almost too responsive,
."J^.., 
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...2 ,..,h	 5,^. LJ __sensi. G..L eYP.Lca.L aNpl:Lcatrions.
• The dynamic pressure could be monitored just as readily
by a picot tube, instead of a more expensive wind
tunnel-type gauge.
• The flow rate could be improved by installing a pump
and reducing the 1" diameter pipe to k", and thereby
increasing flow rate from 0.52 gal/min to 1 or 1^,gal/min.
• The high temperature differential of 25 0C from collector
to load could be reduced to 100C.
• There should be a bypass of the rock bed storage during
the summer in order to reduce parasitic power consumption
when only DHW is needed.
• The rock bed should be higher than it is wide in order to
promote proper flow, reduce dead space, and assure that
sensors are providing reliable data.
The Appendix A provides an indication of other factors which
should be considered in practical application of solar technology;
and Appendix B indicates the range of building code issues which
are invloved.
While economic incentives are certainly alleviating some of
the barriers to serious consideration of solar by the mass market,
it is clear that cost control and reduction should remain a primary
'IFF
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objective of any system design approach, The pricing of the
collectors, blowers, controls, etc, is determined by the sup-
pliers, with some reductions possible by means of vole:,. pur-
chase agreements. The remainder of the system, however,
provides an opportunity for the systems designers to assure
that the design is cost effective. Selection of materials
and hardward for support'C"Jig the collectors and for packaging
various of the components could represent a significant op-
portunity for controlling the installed system cost, It is
also conceivable that-alternative commercially available col-
lectors and systems components may offer cost advantages. But
it is important to consider the quality and performance of such
alternatives as well, In any case a competitive biddikig sit-
uation for a large volume production order may provide additional
reductions in total installed system cost beyond the $8,050 for
100 units as estimated by NASA/IBM,
7 1,
3.	 Competitive Environment_
The gross song term potential of the SE MS System 4 is a
strong function of the competitive technologies which will
capture market share from air-type solar heating and domestic
hot water systems in distributed applications. Many ,
 of these
technologies are still at an early stage of market awareness
and development themselves. Thus, the-Te is uncertainty concerning
the long term contribution each will make to the energy marketplace.
The competitive approaches to the Sz^RS System 4 are listed below:
o Improvements in traditional gas, oil, and electric
heating and hot water systems: burner design,
flue gas recirculation.
o Tradit",oval conservation techniques: insulation,
thermostat set back, storm windows, etc,
o Passive solar techniques; trombe wall, greenhouse,
direct gain, insulating shades, etc,
o Liqu d_type solar heating and do 7stin hot z ^_	 3 r	 mi o w.+.^. aav water
systems.
o Other air-type systems and configurations,
Each approach has a unique set of market advantages and
limitations, which in turn define a unique set of appropriate
markets and applications. Market advantages and limitations are
based on such factors as economics, aesthetics, simplicity,
established channels of distribution, state of diffusion in the
market, etc. Appropriate market segments include such areas as
residential, light indust-^ial, agricultural, etc. These two
aspects of each competitive approach (i.e., the advantages and
limitations, and the appropriate market segments) define the
relative impact which each will have on the potential of the
SIMS System 4 in its appropriate markets and applications.
It is also clear that the relative advantages and limitations
of each competitive approach will change over time. Technical
improvements will be made, demand and volume will increase, and
E,	
k	 experience will define the market and application 'niches' which
are most successful and appropriate for each approach. Thus our
p	 analysis should be viewed with these qualifications in mind.
8
There are several implications which the competitive
environment has on the potential of the SIMS System 4. Most
±}	 experts agree that before even considering an active system the
decision mak^ ,:zs in a rational market (i,e., a market which is not
at the early adopter/innovator stage) should implement as many
f;
conservation and passive techniques as is ,justifiable. The
return on investment in conservation and passive techniques is
much quicker and Lan indeed have a significant percent contribution
to total energy conservation, This applies to both new and retrofit
construction.
The decision maker in a rational market will choose to
minimize his expenditures by first implementing those techniques
which will have the greatest impact on his energy consumption at
the lowest cost. This includes consideration of first cost,
maintenance cost, replacement cost, and takes into account govern-
ment incentives and supports, technical complexity, supplier
reputation, level of energy conservation, geographical locations,
etc. Generally it is not prudent to invest in an active system
when the absence of conservation and passive techniques precludes
the use of the active system at its best possible level of efficiency.
This issue is particularly relevant in today ' s inflationary economy,
where borrowing is expensive and the majority of individuals have
neither the savings nor the discretionary income to even seriously
consider an active system for retrofit with a cost in excess
of $5,000.
The SIMS System 4 concept is represented as a fixed product
line with a specified number of collectors, hence capacity,
associated with each product (e.g., 135 ft 2 , 203 ft 2 0 271 ft2 , etc,).
These relatively few available capacities will compete with custom
design capabilities offered by such firms as Solaron, which are
based on a more flexible responsiveness to individual load
g	 requirements and site conditions. It is true that the SIMS
System 4 approach is analogous to current HVAC practice of offering
a set of furnaces/boilers with fixed capacities, not infinitely
"s
F,
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variable or custom in nature. But it is conceivable that taking
this same approach with solar collectors does not really "buy"
anything in terms of economies of scale for material or components.
The collectors themselves currently account for about one-half
of the total installed system cost. Therefore, custom sizing of
the number of collectors for each application will more signif-
icantly impact the total cost than will the savings that accrue
by minimizing the amount of custom design of the supporting
hardware.
As mentioned above, the SIMS System 4 prepackaged approach
will essentially compete directly with custom designed systems
using standard components, as is done by Sol.aron and others today.
The Appendix C illustrates applications analogous to a stand-
alone solar collector configuration located on the roof of small
industrial firms or adjacent to grain drying facilities for
agriculture. This demonstrates that, aside from the special
consideration given to monitoring instrumentation and some degree
of prepackaging, the SIMS System 4 configuration is common
practise today, and is adjusted for each end use situation,
Never-the-less the SIMS System 4 indicates the importance of
implementing ideas which reduce the amount of field handling
and field adjustment required of the installers, building
contractors, etc,
It is not the purpose of this market study to critically
evaluate the selection of the particular collectors, pumps,
controls, etc, The important consideration is that the system
appears to be first class in terms of components used, Conceivably
a more cost-driven component selection (with careful consideration
to the impact which cost reduction has on performance, service-
ability, life, etc.) could reduce installed system cost further.
Even so, it appears that the installed system cost, for large
volume production, would not be outside the range of $5,000 to
$10,000 for a 240 square feet of collector, or about $20/ft 2 to
$40/ft2 . This presents a serious problem for the retrofit market,
particularly ^_zsidential, where capital investment of this nature
10
is generally only done out of necessity by the majority of
individuals (i.e., a water heater corrodes, a furnace fails, eto,)
W'	 The commercial retrofit market is not as sensitive to such costs,
due to the greater savings which could be realized, the more
ready availability of financing, and the greater acceptance of
life-cycle costing. Indeed, the commercial retrofit market is
where such remote or roof-mounted configurations are being applied
successfully by the solar industry today, 	
^I,
4.	 Barriers to Market Acceptance and Commercialization
h
Previous paragraphs have touched on several of the factors
which represent barriers to acceptance and widespread commercial-
ization of the Sr MS System 4, while others are characteristic
of active solar systems in general,. 	 In any case careful recog-
nition of these issues provides a basis for estimating the
relative opportunities in various market segments and their
order of magnitude.
General Barriers for Active Solar Systems
The barriers to acceptance can be conveniently identified as
either user-based or institutional-based	 These barriers are a
strong function of the nature of the end-use market, whether res-
idential or commercial. 	 (In this s p',ise	 'commercial'	 is taken to
represent all non-residential construction, generally requiring
a higher degree of involvement of architects, engineers, etc:.)
The barriers to acceptance in residential construction are primarily
due to the reluctance of suppliers and users in the residential
1
! market to innovate.	 Typically new construction practices and
technologies are introduced at the commercial scale, where their
selection, implementation, and performance can be controlled and
monitored more effectively, where the risk is distributed over
a larger volume of business, and where the potential benefits and
return (e.g.,	 savings) are greater. 	 Residential building practice
is based to a greater extent on thousands of small local contractors
who often have cash flow problems, schedule and labor limitations,
and are generally more risk averse than larger commercial planners,
developers, and contractors.	 It is also evident that the residen-
t
tial construction industry is more comfortable with low technology
than high technology, due to the relative ease of installation, and
tolerance of error and misapplication which low tehcnology typically
provides.	 Thus, it appears that while the total number of residen-
,' tial units in place and projected as new construction is large,
^- the barriers to diffusion of the technology will in practice sub-
stantially control the penetration of this market segment by
active solar systems. 	 The commercial market, on the other hand,
12
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F j is more readily motivated to implement solar technologies if the
economics justify'it and there is sufficient awareness about the
availability of reliable equipment and its performance.
G
a	 ;
The most significant barriers to solar heating and DHW
commercialization are listed as follows:
User-based Barriers
• Education and awareness about solar as an option
• Economics
First cost (e.g. for residential less
that $4,000 is the most acceptable,
greater than $8,000 is nearly unac-
ceptable, particularly for retrofit)
- Life cycle cost (e.g. 5-7 year maxi-
mum payback is most desireable for
residential due to 5-7 year average:
stay in one residence)
- Property taxes
- Insurance cost
- Financing cost
e Aesthetics
- Deviation from tradition
- Conflict with community standards
• Performance
- Climate-specific installations
- Availability of replacement parts
and services
- Simplicity
- Serviceability
- Life (e.g. 20 years minimum)
- Noise
Institutional-Based Barriers
• Regional nature of building industry markets
inhibits volume cost efficiencies and rapid
F.	 diffusion of solar experience throughout the
country,
• Building industry actors (architects, engineers,
contractors, specifiers, unions) currently
t	 lack sufficient confidence in solar as an
13
option of 'everyday' consideration due to;
- Need for climate and application-specific
performance data
- Need for climate and application-specific
installation data
Need for clarification of building codes
with respect to solar at the local. level
- Need for reassessment of building systems
design procedures to optimize the value
of solar
- Need for clarification of role of various
trade unions in installing solar systems
in terms of liability, warranty, etc.
- Need for education in the schools of ar-
chitecture, etc. for long term penetra-
tion by solar,
e Concerns over utility rate structure and solar-based
electricity demand fluctuations need to be re-
solved as solar systems gain acceptance in the
mass market
• Channels of local distribution, and assured re-
gional supply of systems and replacement parts
and services, need to be further established for
solar to achieve significant levels of specifica-
tion and use
• Financing institutions must be more educated and
aware of the impact of solar on resale value, and
must be able to judge the relative reliability of
systems and soundness of design
Appendix D provides an indication of the legal implications in
developing a workable marketing infrastructure for solar
systems.
Barriers Specific to the SIMS System 4
The acceptance of the SIMS System 4 concept is a function
of the specific end-use market segments which it has the poten-
tial of serving. This is addressed in greater detail in the
following section. In general the SIMS System 4 may be too
expensive for the mass residential retrofit market if total
installed system cost is not kept below $5,000. It does not
appear that the SIMS System 4 could be cost competitive in the
14
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new construction residential market due .o inefficiencies in
remotely Locating the collectors, et, al. In terms of large
non-recidexitial buildings, the cost of solar installations
should be no greater than 15% of the total building cost.
N
	
	 The concept underlying the STMS System 4 is in some
respects so indistinguishable from current practice in appro-
priate applications that it is not possible to focus on specific
barriers beyond the general barriers identified above, as well as
the technical and competitive issues raised in previous sections.
What is useful, however, is to define the potential market
segments which the concept is suited for in order to understand
the role SIMS System 4 could play in the solar heating and bHW
market place.
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5. Markets and Ap2lications
The principal markets and applications for the SIMS System 4
are viewed in the context of the demand for all solar heating
and domestic hot water systems. General studies have been con-
ducted over the last five years to identify, segment, and
quantify the potential markets for solar heating and cooling and
domestic hot water systems. Many of these studies have been done
for DOE and its predecessors, the National Science Foundation,
etc. It is not our intention to update these reports, but rather
to utilize the best available data and informed opinion to for-
mulate a market perspective for the SIMS System 4 in particular.
The SIMS System 4 must be viewed with respect to current
practice in the solar heating and domestic hot water industry.
In this context, it represents a typical application of available
hardware which a knowledgeable combination of architect/equip-
ment supplier/contractor/installer should be expected to be able
to achieve in their normal course of business. This has
several implications. First, it is clear that the solar industry
is at a stage where there are insufficient numbers of knowledge-
able and experienced individuals all along the design/distribu-
tion/installation chain. At least there are insufficient numbers
at this point to support a substantial market demand. This
will change over time as experience increases and diffusion of
the technology is accomplished at all levels of an emerging mar-
keting infrastructure. A second issue is that the SIMS System 4
does not offer any new advancement in the basic technology of
solar heating and domestic hot water, beyond that which an ap-
plications engineer, given the same problem, would address. (We
are discounting the peripheral monitoring electronics, which is
not considered a part of the commercial system.) Thus the NASA/
IBM effort for DOE may provide useful background data for those
in the building industry interested in applying solar, but un-
knowledgeable or inexperienced in doing so.
Given this perspective, it is our purpose to evaluate the
"s
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market potential of the concept of a system which is pre-packaged
and modular in nature for assembly adjacent to a building. We
have segmented the market and evaluated each segment based on our
perceptions of the viability of the SIMS System 4 concept. This
provides a basis for subsequently quantifyin; the potential unit
sales as discussed in the following section of this report. Each
summary assessment is based on a variety of complex issues and
considerations as detailed below.
.
The Residential Market
The residential market does not offer significant opportunity
for the SIMS System 4 concept for either new construction or
retrofit applications, It is clear that economics and aesthetics
drive the demand for solar residential applications, aside from
performance issues. In new construction it is both more econ-
omical and more aesthetically acceptable to integrate solar into
the residence at the design stage. This includes consideration
of the entire building structure as a conservation tool, with all
of the implications for selection of insulating materials, air
flow, direct gain sunlight utilization, and other passive tech-
piques.
This sets the stage for consideration of active solar
systems after every conservation effort has been made to assure
that the solar active system can operate at the highest possible
efficiency. Hydronic solar systems, while generally more ef-
ficient than air-type, are still more expensive and more complex.
In fact the complexity and the potential for damage to residence
interiors through leaking fluids both combine to limit the
suitability of liquid-type, at least at the present time to
commercial applications. As system reliability and installation
techniques improve, liquid-type systems will become a more
viable option in new residential construction.
It is also important to note that it is generally preferable,
if at all possible, to hide the Mechanical support systems of a
residence within the structure itself. This is very readily
17
accomplished in new construction. Thus care do not expect any
market demand for this concept for new residential construction,
with the possible exception of multi-family dwellings. But even
in this area it is much more likely that an active solar system
would be integrated into the structure at the design stage.
The retrofit residential applications ,offer a somewhat more
optimistic outlook for the SIMS System 4 concept. In existing
residential construction, there is often little that can be done
to easily integrate an active solar system. Consideration has
to be given to the strength of the roof to support collectors,
the availability of space to locate the thermal, storage and
pumps, and the suitability of the in-place heating system as a
complement to the solar system. Thus it may be more straight
forward and in some cases more economical, to package a system
as much as possible and locate it adjacent to the residence, in
spite of the space consumed and the appearance. T hi c assumes
ff c	 t.	 to sunlight permit considera-t0that there is siiL y ^,^..:a.eit4 ac cess	 ght	
tion of active solar systems in the first place, either on the
roof or adjacent to the residence.
Again, most industry experts recommend that serious considera-
tion be given to implementing conservation and passive solar
techniques in existing r;;=sidences prior to thinking about invest -
ment in an active solar system. There are two basic reasons.
First, a significant percent: reduction in energy consumed can be
achieved through relatively inexpensive and uncomplicated conser-
vation and/or passive means. Second, to reduce the payback
k	
period for an active system to its minimum it is necessary to
assume that the structure is as energy 'tight' as is practicable.
This perspective applies to rational purchase decision-making
regarding active solar. It is not applicable to the early
adopters in the market who are typically at the higher income
levels. They do not generally base their purchase decisions on
r.
dollar savings, but rather on technical novelty or the 'cause'
of conserving energy,
A dtstinction in market potential must be drawn between space
^jt
u
a r
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heating and domestic hot water (DHW).	 DHW applications of solar
technology have been successful for several years, particularly
in the warmer climates where there are no significant space heating
needs,	 DHW solar systems are relatively easy to install and are
fairly inexpensive, since only about 50 ft 2 of collector is
typically required (depending on the climate), with minimum, modi-
fication and addition to the in-place system. 	 Since the SIMS
System 4 is strongly tied to the application of space heating as
well as DHW it is to 'be expected that its market penetration will
lag that of the DHW-only solar systems.
Perhaps the most crucial aspect in considering the SIMS
System 4 concept for the retrofit residential market is the in-
stalled system cost.
	 This market segment is extremely sensitive
to price.	 Considering the average family today,	 it is not likely
that the cash is available for a purchase which might be con-
sidered superfluous,
	 even at today's oil prices.	 For this
reason an installed system cost in excess of $5,000 would be pro-
hibitive and severely limit the market potential for retrofit ap-
plications, which in fact are the most logical market segments
for this concept.	 Tax incentives and supports, while certainly
useful and necessary, still may not be su rficient to persuade
individuals to invest in solar active systems, unless they are
extremely readily available, reliable, and have been proven to
save I x' dollars per year in the climate of concern to each
individual.	 Again due to the cost involved, multi-family retro-
fit 'also does not offer a significant opportunity for the con-
cept of solar heating and DHW.
	 With this overall understanding
of the retrofit residential market, we estimate the gross capture
potential of the concept represented by the SIMS System 4 to be
nearly insignificant when compared to custom designed active
systems for new construction.
The Commercial Market
The commercial market segments represent varying potential
for the SIMS System 4 concept, depending on whether the construe-
:. tion application is new or retrofit.
	 The types of commercial
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Gmarket segments which exist primarily include services (banks,
franchises), institutions (schools, hospitals), light manufacturing
(warehouses, small plants), and agriculture (heating of animal
shelters, drying of crops). It is evident that the negative as-
pects which were described for new residential construction are
not as pronounced when considering new commercial construction.
Architects, designers, contractors, etc, are significantly more
receptive to new and innovative technologies, if they offer the
potential of improving or simplifying building system performance.
Of course economics still dominates the decision-making
process, and aesthetic concerns can be just as important depending
on the particular farm or organization involved, It is still
true in general that new commercial construction would tend to
integrate the solar system at the design stage so that the col-
lectors are roof-mounted (thus conserving real estate), and the
associated pumps, storage, etc. are within the boiler room. Again,
the economic and aesthetic benefits in integrating active solar
systems at the building design stage almost preclude the poten-
tial of the SIMS System 4 concept for new construction, par-
ticularly when the structure must reflect the image of the firm
(e.g. banks, franchises, etc.) Refer to Appendix E for a dis-
cussion of the important issues which should be considered in
'designing in' energy conservation in institutional and indus-
trial buildings.
Retrofit commercial applications offer the most suitable
market framework for the SIMS System 4 concept. This applies to
sites which have solar access and real estate or roof suitable
for location of the collectors and storage, as well as a reason-
able level of insulation to bring payback periods within the
range of common practice for other heating systems. Some mar:;et
segments such as services (banks, franchises, etc.) and institu-
tions (universities, hospitals, etc.) may have problems in
finding suitable and aesthetically acceptable sites; but for
other segments such as light manufacturing and agriculture these
issues should not pose significant barriers to consideration of
the concept. Of course climatological and performance factors
20
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remain important, as does the potential of the concept for
economically interfacing to the existing power plant,
^M
One important factor in considering the SIMS System 4 for
the retrofit commercial market segments is that the concept of
remotely situating the collectors and storage as an add-on to the
in-place structure is the concept applied today for such situa-
tions. This is illustrated by the Solaron literature presented
in the Appendix C which shows a roof mounted collector scheme
for a light industrial application and a remote collector scheme
for agricultural use, It is not clear that the SIMS System 4
in particular offers a significant technical or economic difference
vis-a-vis currently applied methods. In fact, some of the support
hardware (e.g,, aluminum support channels, braces, etc,) appear
to be over-designed. This makes it unsuitable as a high volume,
cost-effective sample for unknowledgeable contractors, designers,
etc., to follow in practice without significant modification and
re-design,
The principle which the SIMS System 4 does effectively
demonstrate, and which should be seriously considered by solar
systems manufacturers and suppliers, is the concept of pre-assembling
as much as possible the sub-systems so as to minimize field instal-
lation efforts, This approach may not significantly reduce total
installed cost, but at this early stage of market development it
may encourage contractors and designers to try to implement solar
systems in retrofit applications, This pre-packaged 'kit' must
be straightforward in concept, simple to transport and install,
and reliable in performance.
The agricultural markv-o segment is somewhat unique in that
the end-use of the heating may be for other than human comfort,
that is, for process use. Drying of grain, soybeans, etc,, as
well as heating chicken houses, farrowing houses, etc., are
typical uses to which solar techniques are being applied. The
Appendixes F and G illustrate solar passive techniques successfully
applied to agriculture. The U.S. Department of Agriculture
y
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(USDA) and its Extension Service Programs at various universities
have efforts directed at such applications. In fact the USDA has
announced the availability in January 1980 of a portable kit for
providing solar heating for the above types of applications. The
cost of the materials is expected to be about $2,500 Refer to
the Appendix H for a copy of the news release describing this
development. The low cost of this system combined with its
portability could represent a significant deferent to considera-
tion of the SIMS System 4 for agricultural use, if both approaches
offer comparable benefits in terms of efficiency, simplicity,
etc. It is important to clarify these issues prior to further
consideration of the SIMS System 4, or a revised design, for
agricultural applications.
Overall, the commercial sector offers greater potential for
the SIMS System 4 concept, particularly for retrofit use in light
industry and agriculture= These markets will in any ca-w develop
slowly due to the innovative nature of the technology and the still
infant stage of development. of a viable marketing infrastructure.
Once these barriers are overcome the market will be at a stage
which more appropriately permits the serious consideration of
active solar systems as an alternative to continued increases in
fuel cost and uncertainties in fuel supply, It does appear,
however, that the overwhelming opportunity for active solar
systems lies in the new construction market (either residential
or commercial.). The barriers to installing solar heating and
DHW systems in retrofit applications are expected to continue to
severely restrict the potential of active systems for retrofit
use without a major breakthrough in economics and technical
simplicity. The following section consolidates all of these
observations into an estimate of the overall potential which the
SIMS System 4 concept represents.
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tifying the market potential for the SIMS System 4 concept. One
is the total capture potential which the system represents;
and the other is the expected penetration of this potential, as
a function of time. The time frame we have assumed for purposes
of this analysis is from 1980 - 2000. This time period is
important for solar because it is not -. steady state environment
(as might be expected after the year 2000), but is rather
characterized by a dynamic growth in annual demand (hence,
penetration) as the market develops and matures.
The previous section has defined the market segments we
expect to offer the most viable opportunities for the SIMS
System 4 concept. These market segments consist of the commer-
cial retrofit market in light industrial and agricultrual
applications, The other segments, while perhaps offering some
opportunity for sales, do not .represent a basis for making a
confident estimate of potential., or for committing resources to
a market development program, Thus our market size and penetra-
tion estimates are limited to light industrial and agricultural
applications.
The light industrial retrofit market between 1980 and
2000 is drawn from (1)buildings already in place, and (2)
buildings yet to be constructed which will not have solar active
systems integrated at the design stage. Buildings that are
already in-place do not have a high potential for solar retrofit.
The primary rationale is that these buildings are not as energy
efficient as newer construction, and therefore require an
N
additional substantial investment to improve the overall insula-
tion performance of the building and the performance of the
t
	
	 auxiliary heating plant. It is also true that the owner must
be committed to upgrading; his facility in general. He is less
likely to consider investing in a new heating system, which he
Pa 23
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may not be able to realize a financial benefit from for several
years, when his building  may not last very much longer or have
significant resale value. Thus we expect the primary potential
for light industrial retrofit to be realized from buildings yet
to be constructed between 1980 and 2000 (and beyond), in
'	 particular those which have not incorporated active solar systems
at the design stage.
There arc in excess of 3000 new industrial construction
projects annually in the United States, Assuming; a fairly stable
level of construction, there will have been put in place between
1960 and 2000 a total of 60,000 industrial buildings. As many
as two-thirds of this total, or about 40,000 units, may be
found acceptable candidates for ,tive solar system consideration,
Of these 40,000 units about 15 percent or 6000 units may
actually incorporate active solar systems at the design stage,
The remaining 34,000 units represent the capture potential
between 1980 and 2000 for retrofit active solar applications,
4	 Of the 34,000 potential units, it is likely that the total
f
	
	 maximum achievable penetration, over the period 1980 - 2000,
will be on the order of 10 percent or 3400 units, This is due
to the early growth stage of the technology and all of the
inherent complexities in overcoming traditional practice and
'I
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creating a market inertia in favor of solar technology. Thus,
the average annual penetration over this 20 year period is 170
w
units, skewed heavily towa4d the period 1990 - 2000. (Sales in
the early 80's may be on the order of 20 - 30 units/year for
industrial retrofit installations,
The agricultural retrofit market is based on the inventory
of farms in operation, As of 1974 there were an estimated 1.7
r _
	
	 million farms in the United States with annual sales of $2,500
or more, representing about two-thirds of the total number of
' farms, Of the 1.7 million about one-third or 550,000, have
income greater than $20,000/year. This income bracket would
most likely provide the major initial market between 1980 and
24
2000 for solar systems. Applications would range from grain
drying to heating for animal shelters, etc. Much depends on
the price and simplicity of a system for this market segment.
In this area the SIMS System 4 may find significant competition
i	 from much simpler and less expensive approaches based primarily
on passive collection and storage techni ques which feed in to
the existing system. Of the 550,000 it appears that about 40
percent or 220,000 might be most suitably located to benefit
from use of the sun, and thereby offer the greatest initial
potential for justification of solar energy techniques.
Penetration of the 220,000 farms, comprising the capture
potential for 1980 - 2000, is difficult to judge due to the
divergent results obtained when an inexpensive approach is used
vs. when a more expensive approach is used. If farm process
heat can effectively be provided through use of a $2,500 solar
materials kit (as offered through the USDA) vs, a system based
on the SIMS System 4 concept, then the market for the latter
will be very small. If the SIMS System 4 could be comparably
priced based on the performance required, then its penetration
will be substantially greater. Penetration could represent a
range between 1 percent and 10 percent (2200 vs. 22,000) or
greater over the 20 year period 1980 to 2000. This translates
to a penetration of about 110 units/year vs. 1100 units per
year average. The uncertainty in the range of this estimate
indicates the need for a more focused assessment to define the
specific product requirements of the agricultrual market and the
market size and penetration this represents.
The light industrial and agricultural segments could be
expected to represent about 80 percent of the total market.
This indicates a total capture potential of 275,000 units. Of
x
this total potential between 1980 - 2000, the total penetration
could be expected to range from 7000 units to 31,000, depending
on which agricultural penetration is found to be most realistic.
This translates to a possible annual unit sales average of 350/
year to 1550/year for the SIMS System 4 concept, or a modifica-
tion thereof.
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7. Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
f	
.....,The market for solar heating and domestic hot water systems
f	 will become increasingly viable over the next decade as fuel costs
increase, system reliability and performance increases, and
uE	 potential user segment familiarity with solar increases,
t	 ...,,,The dominant market for active solar heating and domestic
hot water systems is in new building construction, not in-place,
i
or 'retrofit', construction.
, 	 ,.....New construction is much more viable market than retrofit
construction due to the inherently greater efficiencies and
economics possible, and the more appealing aesthetics of an
Integrated solar design.
......The SIMS System 4 concept has its greatest potential for
retrofit applications, particularly in the light commercial and
agricultural segments, due to their lesser degree of concern
about aesthetics, fewer site restrictions, and more natural
inclination to buy on the basis of life-cycle costing (vs. low
initial cost).
,.....The concept of the SIMS System 4 is somewhat unique in
'	 that it is prepackaged as much as possible, and positioned as
a set of standard products of incremental capacity (e.g. 135
ft2 , 203 ft2 0 271 ft 2 , etc, of collector area).
r	 ......The SIMS System 4 configuration itself and its assembly
adjacent to a building is not uni que, as this is a standard
design approach taken by manufacturers, contractors, etc.
t	 faced with the similar circumstances of a retrofit,light
commercial or agricultural application.
......The SIMS System 4, while representing a very good perfor-
mance record, design, and selection of purchased hardware, could
be made more cost-effective in terms of the supporting; members
for the collector, et al in order to reduce installed system
cost.
r
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F...,,.Most experts tend to dip .-ount the potential of active solar
systems for the retrofit market due to the more prudent approach
of implementing conservation and passive techni ques, which
provide a significant energy savings return on a rather small
initial investment.
......Typical solar heating;
	
DHW installed system costs range
from $30 to $35 per square foot of collector area; but this is
a strong function of storage requirements, propensity for
jj
	
	
interfacing v71th existing heating plant, and level of quality
of collectors and pumps.
.,,,,,The total capture potential 
of 
the SID'S System 4 concept
is estimated to be 275,000 units between 1.980 and 2000.
..,...Penetration of the capture potential between 1.980 - 2000
could range from an average 350 units/year to as many as 1550
units/year, depending on the extent to which the concept is
found to be compatible with the economic and perfoniiance
requirements of the agricultural market.
......A fo l low-up study activity could be directed to clarify
the extent to which the agricultural market represents an area
of consideration for market development of the SIMS System 4,
......The greatost proportion of market penetration of the
capture potential is skewed heavily toward the time frame 1990
- 2000, based on the identified barriers which are ex pected to
inhibit rapid development of the market.
......Even with rising fuel costs and hence greated economic
Justification for considering the active system, it is clear
that the natural procads of market infrastructure development
and user education and acceptance will realistically provide
for a slow and gradual build-up in demand which will become
significant in the late 19801s.
L L___	
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C	 APPENDIX A,	 PHYSICAL CONCERNS IN THE
INSTALLATION OF SOLAR SYSTEMSi
r	 Stephen D. Weinstein, A.I.A.
Vice President
t•	 The Ehrenkrantz Group, P.C.
Architects and Planners
19 West 44th Street
New York, New York 10036
ABSTRACT
The Ehrenkrantz Group (TEG) has been active in the national solar
data program. The Ehrenkrantz Group, architects and planners (located
in New York), has had extensive experience in solar design research and
analysis, as subcontractors to PRC Energy Analysis lompany in management
support work for the Department of Energy. This paper is a product of
our experience gained under this subcontract. TEG has performed over 100
design reviews for DOE during the last eighteen months. This has provided
TEG with the opportunity to witness, firsthand, the types of physical prob-
lems solar designers have been confronting in the design of solar energy
systems. TEG's experience has included both the review of contract docu-
ments and onsite inspection of these facilities, which have been sponsored
by DOE National Solar Heating and Cooling Demonstration Program.
This paper articulates the physical (rather than mechanical or elec-
trical) aspects involved in the design and installation of solar systems.
It also addresses the typical physical factors and problems encountered
y in design. In addition, it comments upon the cost effectiveness of var-
ious approaches.
This paper discusses design characteristics of the collector and
storage loops, using existing technology, and is unrelated to the specific
application of the solar energy, collected (i,e., the demand loop--whether
domestic hot water (DMI), heating, or cooling--is not covered in this pa-
per). Rather, it discusses TEG's specific experience relative to what
solar designers nationwide are designing in the installation of solar col-
lectors, array structures, piping and storage equipment, with particular
emphasis on cost-effective alternatives.
9
Most importantly, TEG plans to share its experience in the state-of-
the-art in solar systems to allow a greater utilization of a higher per-
centage of the energy everyone is trying so hard to collect.
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COLLECTOR SELECTION
Secondary Collector Attributes
What are the factors that must be considered in order to select the
"best" collector for a project? obviously, the overall collector effi-
ciency, based on the expected load profile, is of prime importance. How-
ever, once the total net collector area requirement has been 6efined,
there are probably still 10 to 50 collectors available to fit these re-
quirements.
Collector Size Affects Cost. What secondary collector attributes
might affect your choice? If cost is important, the decision should rest
on the lowest cost per Btu of an installed collector. The size and con-
struction of different collectors can have considerable impact on their
installed cost. For instance, collectors with larger areas usually cost
less per square foot to install than smaller collectors because a greater
net area is being installed with approximately the same amount of work.
Depending on their location and support design, taller collectors tend tou	
be cheaper to install because they require fewer vertical supports and,
therefore, fewer roof penetrations into flat roofs and fewer footings
for yield-mounted installations.
Collector Size Affects Row Spacing. A good rule of thumb for de-
termining the distance between the rows seems to be that the -.hade angle
should not greatly exceed the angle of the sun on December 21 at 12:00
noon. The highest continous obstruction on the southern row shall not
cast a shadow on the lower glass opening of the next row. This means
that if exterior manifolds are used, the top of the manifold must be con-
k	 sidered, not the top of the collector. Of economic interest is the fact
that collectors with exterior manifolds tend to cost more to install than
collectors with interior manifolds.
Pitched Roof Considerations. On a pitched roof, wider collectors
tend to require less wood blocking and can, therefore, be more cost ef-
fective.
Details Affect Support Design. Collector attachment details can
also have a cost impact. Some collectors require special structural con-
nections, such as pipe or Unistrut. If these special connections cannot
be made integral parts of the structural support, they constitute extra
cost. This will detract from the cost effectiveness of the particular
collector. Therefore, it is important to review the connection require-
ments fog the collector prior to designing the structure. Careful de-
sign can maximize the collector's capabilities; e.g., careful design can
accommodate requirements such as type or location of supports.
Differential Metals. Regardless of what type of collector and
support you use, you must prevent differential metals from coming in
contact with each other and causing deterioration due to galvanic action.
Place non-metallic material between the different metals. Bitumastic
materials, neopreune and teflon are examples of materials that have been
used successfully.
A-2
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Aesthetics, You should also consider the aesthetic .implication; of
solar designs relative to scale, support design, and piping arrangement.
Many designs we have reviewed dirt not include elevation drawings. The
designers would receive a rather unpleasant surprise at the system's ap-
pearance if the system were built as designed. 	 11
Tracking 6ol.lector Considerations, If you are considering tracking
collectors, be sure to review their past performance. These collectors
do have substantially higher performance in direct sun, but they depend
on motors and other moving parts; and if Murphy's Law can be relied on,
these parts will cease to move at the wrong time. There are many track-
ing collector alternatives. Some collectors have tracking mirrors and
stationary piping. Some have tracking piping and stationary mirrors.
Still others have tracking piping and mirrors or focusing lenses. What-
ever the makeup of the collector considered, remember that the two most
common physical problems encountered are failure of the motors that drive
the tracking mechanism and failure of the rotating pipe connection. In
general, a system will be more dependable if you carefully scrutinize these
two crucial areas and check with users regarding personal experience, in
addition, review the "mirror" material for use in your particular area,
Is there any air pollutant that would either deteriorate or coat the mir-
ror material?
COLLECTOR 14OUNTING LOCATIONS
in the designs we have reviewed, collectors have been mounted on
either flat roofs, pitched roofs, or the ground. Each location has its
own installation requirements, advantages, and disadvantages.
Flat Roofs
The most common collector location for the DOE Commercial Solar
Demonstration projects has been on flat roofs. The following factors
should be taken into account for this appproach to be the most reliable
and cost effective.	 `
Building Structure Affects Collector Supports. The distance between
the vertical portions of the'support structure attached to the roof will
vary; the capacity of the structure to accommodate point loads will dic-
tate actual support spacing. We have seen one design where the building
structure could not accept point loads, so the collector support struc-
tures were designed with vertical legs of only four feet on center, re-
quiring 700 pitch pockets. Another design spanned more than 50 feet across
a whole roof. The most economical spans seem to be approximately 10 to
15 feet. The relative orientation of the collectors to the building struc-
ture and, of course, the type of building structure -- concrete, steel,
or wood -- will have an effect on the collector support. If the collec-
tors run at right angles to the secondary building structure, there is
the possibility of locating the legs of the collector support structure
at regular intervals. If, however, the collectors run parallel to the
secondary members, the collector vertical supports must be located direct-
ly over a single secondary member. This will mean that the member will
be required to support the total load, or that an additional structural
frame will be provided above the roof to carry the collector supports.
The designer may ciact to have the collector support span across the
whole roof. Thus, the structural orientation of the building has a major
impact on the design and cost of the collector support structure.
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obviously, if the collectors can be aligned with the building structur:,
the collector support leg s can be .so li in a regular Fashion. If, however,
the collectors are set at an angle to the building, the support leg, may
have to be located in an irregular pattern in order to conform to the roof
i	 structure.
Collector Weight. Some designers have been concerned with the dead
load of the collectors. however, the collector weight is seldom a Factor
ber- use the dead load of the collectors is really quite minor compared
with the weight of the supports added to the wind loads, and most flat-
plate collectors weigh about the same.
Array Spa oincl. The decision whether to array the collectors in row,
one, two, or more collectors high should be based on spans, structural
loads, roof area, obstructions, aesthetics, and pipe configurations. Dis-
tance between arrays is usually less than 10'-0" when the array is only
one collector high, allowing piping to be supported off the collector sup-
ports. If collectors are spaced further a part than 10 1 -0 11 , the piping
will require special roof supports. In this case, the supports must be
detailed. Even so, we have found it is usually more economical to install
collectors at least two collectors high, especially if the collectors are
not tall, This approach often has greater visual impact and minimizes
piping and structure requirements.
Complex Vs Simple Structural Approach. We have observed that when
once span, triangular shaped structures are required, there is a common
tendency to select aluminum or steel tubular space frames. This approach,
although aesthetically pleasing, can be extremely costly and labor inten-
sive. "hairy" space frames tend to cost more and are hard to come by.
They may have their place, but be sure to cost compare different alterna-
tives, unless cost is no object,
Anchorage Details. Once you have selected a collector support
structure, it has to be anchored to the building. There are many viable
approaches. however anchorage is approached, the connection must be
designed to support all the different loads which will be imposed on
it, including dead loads, horizontal thermal movement, and live snow and
wind loads. Failure of these anchoarge details will result in roof leaks,
if not worse problems.
r"`
Pitch Pockets. pitch pockets are one of the oldest and most common
approaches. However, one must be careful to specify and install them
carefully. If used for piping, do not install more than one pipe in
each pocket or the differal movement may cause problems.
Sleeve and Canopy, The National Association of Roofing Contractors
4	 are very much dawn on the use of pitchpockets because of the maintenance
AI	 requirements and much prefer the use of round column supports with pipe
sleeves flashed into the roof and caulked around the top with a canopy
to shed water straped and caulked to the support above the sleeve,
Field Fabricated Curbs. Curbs are also an old standby. If fabri-
cated in the field, be sure to carefully detail and specify the construc-
tion and roof anchorage in order to withstand the horizontal as well as
vertical Loads that will be applied to it,
tk Prefabricated Curbs. Manufactured curbs must also be selected and
t``
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fastened to the roof to withstand future loads. If curbs are incorrect-
ly installed, any movement that ensues could cause a roofing failure and
leaks.
Neoprene Sleeve. If the vertical collector support is a regular
	
I
shapa, round or square, there are manufactured neoprene sleeve curbs that
are available for use.
Slee er. In some designs there have been attempts to minimize or
eliminate roofing penetrations. Sleepers bolted to the roof have often
been used, especially in retrofits. They can be effective, but be sure
to protect the bolt penetrations of the roofing. Another problem is that
if the insulation under the roof's waterproof membrane is not sufficient-
ly dense, the vertical load will tend to shear roofing and cause leaks.
This problem can only be prevented by reducing point loading or cutting
the roofing and replacing the insulation under the sleepers with blocking,
and then patching the roof. To date, sleeper installations have caused
a high proportion of leaky roofs.
Guy Wire Anchorage. in the above case, light frame structure was
designed, using sleepers (not attached to the roof structure) and guy
wires to anchor everything in place.
Su^aort Between Walls. Here the structural members span the space
between available vertical supports. however, this design was revised to
simple pitch pockets because spanning was not economical. Sometimes it
may be economical, so one shouldn't discount it completely. if you do
use -this approach be sure to allow for temperature expansion.
(ON
	
	 Dead Load Anchor. Another interesting approach uses heavy dead-load
concrete blocks tied together with structural members to withstand the
horizontal forces of the wind. If the roof can support this structurally,
it is an interesting approach, but you will pay an awful penalty in the
cost of the extra roof structure required to handle the dead load.
Drainage Concerns. Remember that flat roofs are not flat; they pitch
for drainage. If you decide on a continuous curb or sleeper arrangement,
be sure to consider the effect on the roof drainage system. If puddling
will ensue, make certain that the roofing material will not deteriorate.
In general, coal tar derivatives will withstand puddling slightly better
than asphalt. Neither, however, can be depended upon if submerged over
long periods of time.
shimming Requirements. Also, be sure to take into account the con-
tinuously changing roof slopes when designing the vertical components of
the collector roof structure. Provide for shimming.
Design for Snow. In snowy areas, lifting the low point of the col-
lector, collector support structure, and all piping sufficiently far off
the road (based upon the amount of snow) allows the wind -- rather than
maintenance personnel -- to remove the snow. If there are continuous col-
lector obstructions next to the roof instead, they will tend to act as a
snow fence and actually precipitate additional snow. This creates greater
loads and reduces collector efficiency; buried collectors do not collect
4
	
too well.
Design for Roof Maintenance. Raising the collectors also allows for
future roof maintenance and repair. This is particularly important in
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the south, where the collectors are installed at a very low angle for
p	 air conditioning,
Providing Roofing Protection. If protection for the roofing in the
Form of commercially available walkin q surfaces is installed where poople
tend to walk, the need to repair the roof will be reduced. 	 (^
Collectors Access v„ Cost: Roof Mounted Locations. There has been
a lot of expensive overde5ign to provide instant access to the collector
pipes and valves, especially in conjunction with tubular collectors. When
working platforms are provided as part of the collector support, they are
expensive and not cost effective. The use of a ladder has to be cheaper
for access, but the roof surface must be protected from the point loading
that ladder; will create. There are no emergencies that require such
instant attention that you cannot wait for a ladder. In fact, the condi-
tion will probably exist for a week before anyone notices it. If you
have a real catastrophe, it is unlikely that the access walks will prove
significant.
Ground Mounted Locations, Platforms on ground mounted arrays make
even less  sense and can create unsafe conditions when used in conjunction
with ladders.
Pitched Roofs
Roof Pitch Less Than Collector. If the pitch of the roof is less
than the desired pitch of the collectors, many of the same spacing con-
siderations that we have encountered with flat roofs will exist. Namely,
shade angles, structural loading, and snow problems must be considered.
Collector Pitch Same As Roof Pitch. If the pitch of the roof is 	 to—"
acceptable for direct mounting of collectors, the design decisions are
different because the collectors are mounted parallel to the roof. Spac-
ing requirements are all but eliminated. The loading requirements are
basically limited to the dead load of the collectors because the live
load is not increased. Smow load is also no longer a problem, but ava-
lanche protection must be provided for any unwary pedestrians that may
exit from a building or walk by. Roof replacement under collectors can-
not be done. All you can do to waterproof the installation is to pro-
tect the connection between the collector and the roof from water running
down the roof.
Roof Attachment. With shingle roofs, the collector support points
can be anchored with a plate under the shingles so that the fasteners
are flashed by the shingles. if sleepers are used directly on the roof,
they should not run across the slope of the roof or they will create a
dam, retaining runoff and allowing water to penetrate the shingles. The
sleepers should run with the slope, and if roofing cement is applied
w
	
	 between each layer of shingles, under the sleeper and between the sleeper
and the shingles, leaks should not occur.
Aesthetic Concerns. Typical aesthetic concerns when designing
collectors on pitched roofs are: sloping collectors in drain down systems;
the sheer amount of exposed piping on the roof; and provision for pipe
crossovers.
e" N
Sloped Collectors. If a drain-down system is used, the collectors
must be sloped to drain. Unfortunately, buildings do not slope; if the
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designer does not consilia,w this fact, people may wonder why the building
its crooked.
Exposed P3p4ntx, For that mater, all piping should be considered
in terms of aesthetic implications so that the final product dons not
kook like an abandoned boiler factory,
Pi e Crossovers. Pipe crossovers should be avoided or carefully de-
tailed because there is little room between the roof surface and the top
surface of the collectors. Pipe crossovers invariably protrude aboves the
collector surface, making them both highly visible and unsightly.
Ground Mounted Collectors
Ground or Site-mounting raises the issue of buried piping versus
above ground piping. In areas with a creep frost line or very wet soil
conditions, locating piping above: ground is much preferred. In fact,
above ground locations are generally preferred to facilitate inspection
and repair of piping, in spite of the thermal and water problems incurred.
If piping is located above ground, however, the designer must contend
with its Appearance. In any case, when buried piping is used, try to
minimize the amount of piping under paved areas (for obvious reasons.)
Cast Concerns in Site Supports. When collectors are mounted on the
ground, the spacing considerations are similar to those for collectors
mounted on a flat roof. instead of roof penetrations one must contend
with footings. in areas with little or no frost and good soil-bearing
capacity, vertical supports are less costly than in deep frost areas,
due to the difference in footing requirements. Here again, the designer
should arrive at a good balance between horizontal structural spans and
vertical supports.
Prefabricated Approach. For materials, consider pressure-,`seated
wood as well as metals. We have found wood more cost effective. We have
also found that a prefabricated horizontal. structure supported by site-
fabricated vertical members is a cost-effective approach.
Consider Specialized A2proaches. in one design we reviewed, pole-
barn-type vertical supports were least expensive. Due to the cost of
footings, we have found it less expensive to install collectors in arrays
two collectors high, again keeping the collectors off the ground for show
and "growing things" clearance.
Maintenance Concern. Growing things, like weeds and trees, present
a problem unique to site-mounted collectors. The cost and inconvenience
of mowing your collector field could be considerable. Short of paving
the ara?a, one approach uses a chemical defoliant on the soil and follows
with acovering of a plastic sheet and then gravel on the area.
Storage 'Locations: Liquid and Air Systems
For a long time we have known that a major loss of energy occurs
through improper storage containers; IBM's data confirms our findings.
Once the volume of storage and the area required is decided, the next
decision to be made is the best available location. The choices are:
above or below grade inside of the building, and above or below grade
outside of the building.
4
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Interior Storane
Above grade storage inside of the building is, obviously, the simplest
location, if room can be found. Howrverr, the space required may coot $ad
to $60 a square foot to build new construction, or it may take up valuable
existing apace. An interior installation is much easier to insulate
and does not require waterproofing. pipe runs also tend to be shorter.
Storage Tank Tnnulation. Aside from the physical ,pace required,
the main problem encountered in interior storage locationo refers to
the insulation of the tanks. This can be a twofold problem because
valuable onergy will be lost and, simultaneously, summer coaling loads
will be irry;roased. The most common source of heat loss in through radi-
ation from the tank supports, either from legs, saddles, or the bottom
of the tank. With tank saddles or tanks sitting directly on a slab, it
would be advantageous to use a high density insulation such as foam
glans between the tankand the saddle or the slab. If the saddles or
legs are integral with the tank, it is best to insulate the supporting
members. Then the supports should be isolated from the slab by using
the neoprene or cork pads normally used as vibration isolators.
Wood Liquid Storage. We have not encountered liquid storage
containers constructed of wood. However, our studies have shown that
if properly lined with a sheet material such as BP n14, they should be
cost effective and could solve many construction problems involving
tight places for nonpressurized storage.
Concrete Liquid Storage. A number of designs have utilized either
square or round concrete tanks with top, bottom, or mid-height joints.
The major concerns with this type of tank are the construction joints
	 e**S
and the porosity of the material. If the tank is supplied in two parts,
be sure that the joint is well sealed. It is preferable that the two
halves have grouted-in steel ties to prevent any movement that would
cause leaks. In addition, the coating should he able to span minor
.cracks which often tend to develop. Cement and epoxy waterproofings
would tend to be less desirable because they cannot span cracks.
Liquid applied elastomezics or plastic liners are capable of spanning
minor cracks and should be considered if the temperature and liquid
water additives are compatible. Also, be sure to insulate the bottoms.
Exterior Storage
Once storage is removed from the building, the cost of the occupied
space may be minimized, but problems and the chance of energy losses
through storage are considerably increased.
i
Major Physical Concerns. There are a number of major physical
factors related to exterior conditions which must be addressed:
z	
Insulation. Ambient outside temperatures require close attention
to insulation. The insulation should be impervious to water in case a
c	 leak develops in the waterproofing. If the tank is supported by the
insulation directly on the ground, insulation must be capable of sup-
G4
	porting the load of the filled tank without being crushed. If the tank
sits on supports, it is doubly important to either isolate the support 	
/^1or insulate it in order to minimize radiation losses.
Waterproofing. Rain and snow demand close attention to water-
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proofing. If the waterproofing fails, the insulation can be severely
affectod. All penetrations for valves, supports, piping, sensor wirebt
etc., must be adequately waterproofed in order to preserve the water-
proofing, and therefore, the thernnl integrity of the storage.
Freeze Problems. Freezing can be a problem, not so much for the
storage tank (because of its mans), but for water piping without anti-
freeze. Freezin§ precludes the use of normal tank night levelo for
monitoring the water level. If the night level can be drained, however,
monitoring 4.s always possible. The maintenance personnel at all in-
stallationo that we visited without some sort of level indicator have
unanimously bemoaned their inability to ascertain liquid levels in
storage.
Aesthetic Concerns , Aesthetic considerations of exposed storage
tanks are unfortunately often neglected. The 110h, it's in the back of
the building, no one will see it" approach is often prevalent. Buildings
have four elevations, and unless you are designing a plumbing warehouse,
why make your building look like one?
Possible Design Approaches. We have seen well-designed screensl
in one ease, the niorage waterproofing was white fiberglass reinforced
epoxy and it looked very well as a free standing design element. Do
not lot your solar components happen; design them into your building,
Below Grade Storage
Buried tanks can be an attractive alternative. However, the con-
cep t- 
of 
"out of sight, out of mind" can be misleading. Buried tanks
save building space because of their exterior location and also eliminate
aesthetic problems. However, they have more than their own share of
problems.
insulation and Waterproofing: Designing With a High Water Table.
The first and foremost consideration prior to deciding on a buried
location is elevation of the water table. If it is above the height
of the bottom of the proposed tank, there are several problems which
require a special hold-down structure and waterproofing. It is best
to avoid this condition. However, if there is no alternative, you
must design the support so that the tank is hold up when full, and down
when empty. This is usually accomplished with a large concrete footing
with tank saddles to bold up the tank and steel straps to hold down
the tank. it is most important that the supporting members do not
break the waterproof integrity of the tank. One way of doing this is
to insulate and waterproof the tank prior to installation. You must
install high density insulation, such as foam and glass, capable of
withstanding the point loads imposed by the supports and steel traps,
and of strengthening the waterproofing in these areas. Remember that
much as the support can crush the insulation and tear the waterproofing
under the compression, the steel straps can do equal damage if the tank
tends to float.
High and Dry Design. If there is no water table problem, there
is probably no need for any concrete support, especially if the soil
has good bearing and drainage. A common approach to installation is
to pre-foam the tank with urethane, then wrap it with nylon fabric and
a bitumastic material and set it in a sand bed. if done carefully,
this seems to work well. Another approach is to set a tank in granular
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Rinsulation and place a plastic sheet over the top. If the surrounding
ground in porous, this approach can wort;. However, if it Jo not, water
will tend to back up into the insulation and extract your hard-won solar
energy.
Access to Buried Tanks. Access to buried tanks is another area
that mutt be thought out carefully. Iftwcenc is required, many of the
same freezing problems encountered with exterior above ground i;istalla-
tiona will be encountered here and must be solved. Again, if access
is ,provided, and if the existing pipes, etc., are. bunched, the access
area can be minimized. Provide drainage between the walls of the accens
enclosure and the tank waterproofing so that water will not be trappoo
here.
Do Not Undermine Foundations. When locating your buried tank,
especially in retrofits, be sure to Locate it sufficiently far from
the building sir as not to undermine the foundations or footings, if
the tank is located under existing slabs or pavement, the name problem
exists. If you undermine a slab, it will ultimately crack or break up.
Do Not Undermine Slabs or Pavingc. A good rule of thumb is to
locate the tank at least 3 feet away from the face of the building.
For each foot below the footing, you must excavate or provide slab
openings of sufficient width, not only for the tank installation but
also to prevent undermining. Check with the structural engineer for
your particular site.
Structurally Integrated concrete Storage Enclosure. In some
l_ see tn. have found that designers have tried to L_	 toC.........^ @ . u c	 ., v va er^ ^u'vt`4 ^r.3.uu to inLt3g^i^LU a G onGb'4:'Ge
storage container into the general structure of the building by using
the foundation walls and slab as the sides and bottom of the storage
tank, while insulating only the outside of the tank inside the building.
Part of the Problem. This approach, though possibly less expen-
sive, has related drawbacks. One is that there is a tendency to draw
off and dissipate the heat through conduction within the adjacent
concrete walls; this wastes heat in winter and can add to the summer
cooling demand by radiating heat into occupied spaces.
Part of the Answer. This problem can be overcome only by first
insulating the inside of the tank and then using a waterproof liner.
Air Storage.
Drainage and Visual Inspection. The question of drainage and
inspection at the bottom of a rock box is often discussed. I, per-
sonally, do not see a need for a drain because drains have a greater
potential for evil than good; they either back up or dry out. If a
drain is provided, it must be primeable to prevent losing its trap
and allowing sewer gases to enter the heating system. A better approach
is to provide an opening in the duct that extends to the bottom of
the box or a separate 3-inch diameter pipe, so that in emergencies a
pump could be lowered. For the quizzical, visual inspections can be
made; then, if perchance mushrooms are growing, they can be collected.
Insulating Concrete Tops. Another point that is not usually
considered is how to insulate the concrete top of a concrete rock box.
Be sure that there is sufficient space to get inside to remove the
4
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formwork and install the insulation or design the insulation to act
as the formwork.
Avoid Air Teaks. The most common problem Ura have found with rock
storage, both in design and installation, invo?,ves proper sealing of
wood cover to the storage box and of the duct penetrations. This prob-
lem is fairly easily overcome with a little detailing and thought.
it is not sufficient to just run a bead of caulking around the duct
penetration, especially if all you are caulking against is 1/2-inch
plywood. Consider the paths that air Can use to escape, and use some
fleshings, caulkings,glue, ingenuity to prevent it.
PIPING CONCERNS
Pipe Expansion and Contraction.
We know that there can be as .nuch as 2 inches of movement on pipes
due to temperature differential. These movements are either in opposite
directions or at right angles to each other. Therefore, always allow
for this movement at ties or in long pipe lengths.
Expansion Compensators. Some of the ways you can compensate
for these movements are with silicone bulbs, bellows, braided wire,
pipe elbows, or swings. Whatever method you choose, design it, show
it, and specify it.
Pipe Support: Off Collectors. It is important to design the
pipe support within the collector arrays. Pipes can be supported off
the collector: This is normally done by the use of soldered copper
nipples. Be very careful that the mechanic does not burn out the water-
proof seals of the collector. We find this a constant problem because
the solder required flows at a particularly high temperature.
Pipe Support: Off the Collector Support. You can also support
pipes off the collector support. If you do, be sure to design space
on the collector support to support the piping. You might consider
supporting the pipes off the back of the support as an alternative.
Pipe Support: On the Roof. Sometimes, the pipes are just sup-
ported on the roof surface. If you try this approach, be prepared to
use the pipes as a platform.
Pipe Support: Off Other Pipes. A fairly common way to support pipes
is off other pipes, especially in reverse-return designs. In this case,
be sure that the pipes are well supported, one from the other, and that
they are both free to move independently. When supporting pipes, be
sure to allow for thermal pipe movement. Do not restrain them by
clamping pipes to waterproofing to the point where pipe movement will
cause a tear in the waterproofing membrane. Pipe sleeves or shields
should be considered to protect the waterproofing/insulation instal-
lation.
Bracing Pike A.nchars. In addition to supporting the pipes, if
z
you are providing a pipe anchor, be sure that the structural member to
which it is fixed is capable of resisting the design thrust resulting
from the expansion compensator. Otherwise the structure may do the
 moving rather than the compensator.
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Drain Down Svstams
Desi gn for Adequate jjV2 Pitch. Drain down systems are very
enticing'because of their improved thermal performance. However, theresi one overriding physical requiremetJ which must be met but is some-
times overlooked--all the piping and collectors must be adequately
pitched to drain. Ile have soon designs where there is no provision, or
even enough room oil the collector support, for pitching the collector
or piping. The specifications, however, state that all piping must
pitch to drain. if your design required drain down, then your detail
must allow for pitch or it will not drain down. And remember that the
piping will not be installed by watchmakers.
Allow for Structural Deflection. Keel" in mind, too, that collector
supports are allowed to deflect under loading--so when designing the
collector support allow sufficient space to adequatelyp itch piping.
Also keep in mind that 1/8-inch per foot slope parallel to the collector
slope is less than 3/32-inch in actual vertical drop. If possible,
1/4-inch per foot pitch is a good slope to design.
nice insulation!. Most of tile in sulations that solar designers
deal with were not. developed for the solar field. They are being used
and adapted to solar but are not really suitable in all cases. Lot
us look at some of the problems.
Ri id Fiberglas s. Rigid fiberglass is a very common material.
It is relatively low cost, varies in thickness up to 3 inches and resists
high heat. oil the other hand, it absorbs water like a sponge and once
wet makes a better radiator than an insulator. Also, it cannot take the
flexible shapes vary often required by solar installations. This material
is good for long runs of piping without too many joints and toes, but
it is especially unsuitable for exterior manifolded collector installa-
tions due to the inherent problem of providing adequate waterproofing.
Rigid Foam. Rigid foam is roughly comparable in cost to rigid
fiberglass for the same R value. Like fiberglass, it too varies up
to about 3 inches. However, it greatly deteriorates if exposed to the
high heat -Associated with stagnation. Should stagnation be a possibility,
you might consider some sort of pipe wrap as an inner protection. Rigid
foam is not readily affected by water, but it is also not waterproof.
As a matter of fact, water coming in contact with some rigid foams and
pipe will create a mild acid which will deteriorate the pipe, so it
must 
be 
well waterproofed. Rigid foam also cannot take the flexible
shapes that are often required with solar.
Flexible foam is available in very limited thicknesses; only
1/2-inch or 3/4-inch. If you want to bettei. the R value, you must
put on a second layer at double the cost. It is affected by high heat;
possibly, the use of pipe wrap would aid in this problem. It is not
affected by water; it is waterproof and can be used as its own water-
proofing. However, it is affected by the sun's ultraviolet rays. It
call be painted to protect against ultraviolet deterioration. If you
C
	
	
do not paint it, serious deterioration is often seen in 6 months with
failure within a year. A final advantage of flexible foam is that
it is capable of taking any shape necessary. This material is parti-
cularly suited to exterior uses involving many bonds, short sections
or penetrators, such as ,, e encounter with exterior manifolds or inter-
connecting collectors.
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for waterproofing are joints betwocn collectors and piping, at changes
of direction in pipes, pipe trees, and where valves or monitoring
equipment protrude through the waterproofing. Be sure that your design
and contract documents fully addrcas these problems.
Do not allow open scams in waterproofing. Provide joint pro-
tection at all elbows and toes.
tl
	
	 Don't Bind Waterproofing. Do not bind your pipes when supporting
them. Be sure that the pipes are free to move or, with pipe movement,
you will either tear your waterproofing or insulation.
Don't Puncture Waterproofing. Do not support piping by puncturing
your waterproofing; especially in terms of supporting the pipe directly.
Not only do you puncture the waterproofing and wreak havoc with the
insulation, but you also allow for a heat bridge to radiate additional
energy. Support the pipe loosely oil the outside of the waterproofing.
Don't Just Seal Over Joints. Do not seal over the ends of sheet
waterproofings. Seal between the scams or the sealant will fail Oth
movement. Scala over waterproofing layers will fail; seals between
waterproofing layers will tend not to fail.
Avoid Differential Metal Contact. Lastly, avoid differential
metals, if you are using aluminum waterproofing. And, if you have
steel structures or steel clamps, be sure that you have nonmetalic
protection to prevent galvanic action. tic saw one installation where
aluminum waterproofing with a sheet of galvanized steel under it had
no galvanic protection between them. That waterproofing will fail.
The final insulation-waterproofing approach you select should
answer all the requirements of the installation factors of your design.
CONCLUSION
Cost Considerations
The designer of a solar installation does not necessarily have to
trade off good aesthetic design for cost or vice versa, but he/she must
consider each solar component and its ultimate impact on the function
and appearance of the building, and work toward an attractive and cost
effective solution. He/she must then fully transmit this solution to
the contractor.
Construction considerations
There is a lot more to designing an effective solar-assisted
mechanical system than just choosing your collector area and mechanical
approach. A successful project demands a high level of attention to
all details.
Ir
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	 All proposed changes to the second draft must be submitted to the
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	 Council of American Building Officials on the comment sheet attached
f'
	 to the back of this document not later than December 7, 1979.
The Appendix contains sut:stantial reproductions from the
following publications;
THE BASIC MECHANICAL CODE, copyright 1979, published
by the Building Officials and Code Administrators
International, Inc.
THE I.C.B4O PLUMBING CODE, copyright 1979, and THE
UNIFORM MECHANICAL CODE, copyright 1979, published
by the International Conference of Building Officials.
THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE published by the National
Fire Protection Association.
THE STANDARD BUILDING CODE, copyright 1979, published
by the Southern Building Code Congress International,
Inc.
The above organizations have gran'ed permission to make
the reproductions included in this document.
DISCLAIMER
This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by
the United States Government. Neither the United States nor
the United States Department of Energy, nor any of their em-
ployees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,.com-
pleteness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus,
product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use
would not infringe privately owned rights,
	 Reference herein
to any specific commercial product, process, or service by
trade name, mark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not nec-
essarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation,
or favoring by the United States Government or any agency
thereof.	 The views and opinions of authors expressed herein
do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United
Sta g es Government or any agency thereof.
PATENT STATUS
This technical report is being transmitted in advance of DOE
patent clearance and no further dissemination or publication
shall be made of the report without prior approval of the
DOE Patent Counsel.
TECHNICAL STATUS
This technical report is being transmitted in advance of DOE
review and no further dissemination or publication shall be
made of the report without prior approval of the DOE Project/
Program Manager.
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FORWARD
The Solar Energy Document is the result of a contract between
the Council of American Building Officials (CABO) and the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE). The funding support provided by
UOE enabled this document to be developed as a useful guide
in the code enforcement field using the state of the art now
available in the solar energy field.
The primary purpose of the document is to promote the use and
further development of solar energy through a systematic cat-
egorizing of all the attributes in a solar energy system that
may impact on the nationally recognized model codes, partic-
ularly to those provisions relating to the safeguard of life
or limb, health, property and public welfare.
Although solar energy systems are inherently provided for in
the model codes it is necessary to develop these guidelines
not only as an aid to the enforcement official, designer,
consumer and builder, but also as an instrument to promote
further research in solar energy and the development of mean-
ingtul new standards.
The Solar Energy Document was developed using concensus pro-
cedures which provided for balanced representation from the
consumers, public interest groups, professionals, builders,
code enforcement officials, manufacturers, energy suppliers,
standards organizations and material suppliers,	 The initial
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which could materially affect its use as a solar collector.
Therefore any attempt to identify those provisions in this
document which apply to both passive and active solar energy
systems would be a recapitulation of the building, plumbing
and mechanical codes which might well impede the promotion
and development of solar energy. For that reason provisions
have been included which require solar components serving as
building components to comply with the building code and
when connected to the heating, ventilating and air condi-
tioning or plumbing systems to also comply with the appli-
cable provisions of this document.
In the design of solar energy systems it should be recognized
that some pressure vessels may be of a size and pressure that
will come under the requirements of existing boiler and pres-
sure vessel laws in some jurisdictions.
	 In such instances,
the design and construction of the pressure vessels must con-
form to those requirements.
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It'I DUST91AL APPLICATIO14S ACPICULTURAL APPLICATIONS
• Makeup air heating 	 • Wash water heating • GrainDrying	 • Make-up Air Heating
• Process hot water heating 	 • High temperature air and water • Wash Water Heating	 • Food Process Heating
• C ,,Itside aii heating for process drying	 preheating and tempering • Agricultural Building Heating 
MR-MANUFACTURER industrial and agricultural processes, It can be a cost-effective means of
Solaron Corporation is an International marketing and providing a fixed percentage of tomorrow 's energy requirements at
x manufacturing company, recognized as a world leader of air-type solar today 's prices.
heating systems based upon over 20 years of continuous proven Solar energy, properly designed and applied, can:
r	 k t performance, • Provide dependable, reliable and proven energy for many years.
y PP-PRODUCT PRESENTATION • Offer the lowest life-cycle cost of any conventional energy source.
We are borrowing time on conventional fuels as their prices
. Stabilize operating costs and cash flow because of predictable energy
e i skyrocket and availability Is less secure. America is energy dependent-- bills. 
i
oil used today is•subject to political interruptions, The sun has burned
for 5 billion years and will burn fora billion years more. No nation can . The cost of the solar system is fixed thus future solar-derived energy
k	
r
embargo or form cartels of this Inexhaustible energy source, costs can be predicted, capitalized and controlled.
America's traditional Individualism is based upon an energy a Provide environmentally pure, socially acceptable energy,.
F	 w rstructure which is eroding. Prudent business strategies are reducing Design Assistance: Solaron has a complete design manual covering all
dependence on single energy sources. aspects of solar system engineering, architectural requirements and
SOLAR ENERGY Is a means to energy independence, to economics. Contact Solaron for a copy of the design manual.
capitalize future energy ar,J a counterattack to Inflated production costs. Experienced and technical personnel are available to assist on any
Solar energy will heat your space, your hot water and your special applications.
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NIAKE•UP Alit AND P110CE:SS I IOT AIR KATING
Heating outside air is often the simplest, most Cost-effective use of the
Solaron system. Outside air is drawn or blown through the collector array
where Ilia air is heated. BTU delivery is maximised In this s, ,stem since the
Inlet air Is at ambient temperature, thereby reducing losses from the collec.
tors.
1 '	 APPLICATIONSFilter	
.
 
Make-up
 Hol t Air for Industrial Drying
• Agricultural Air Drying
Outside Air
Col	 Aim	 Auxiliary
Solar Air Handler	 Heal SPACE HEATING AND WATER HEATING
^. J•+ Solar	 of space heatingenergy can economically provide a significant portion
needs in most areas of the country, Heat stored to the rock storage bin
supplies heat at night and gn cloudy days. Water preheating is suggested to
utilize solar energy during the summer and when space heating is not
Heat Exchange i 	 Heat Storage
required, thereby improving system economics.
Unit
APPLICATIONS:
• Comfort space heating and water preheating.(+
Collector
Array PROCESS WATER HEATIrr'G
Heating	 for Industrial and agricultural 	 applications is an excel.water	 process
lent way to utilize the Solaron solar system since the hot water is required
Neat Exchange COIL	 To process throughout the year, maximizing the solar utilization. Using an air collector
to heat water eliminates the freezing, boiling, corrosion, leaking and expan•
sion problems found in liquid solar collectors, thereby reducing mainte-
nance and extending the useful life of the system,
solar
storage
Tank APPLICATIONS:
AlrHandler • Domestic Hot Water
Pump • Service Hot WaterAuxiliary Heater
• Tempering Water for steam boiler makeup
City water supply
Collector	 AuxiliaryArray	 Air 
Handler
r(`
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COrX311IED r,tAKE•UP AIR On PROCESS HOT AIR
HEATING AND PnOCES° W!',TGn HEATING
Heater
This system combines outside air and water heating. The combined system
is often preferable in order to utilize the solar system throughout the year, In
cases where hot air demands are intermittent, the system stores energy for
Heal Exchange Cod hot water requirements.
APPLICATIONS:
-- Filler
	
	 • This system combines the applications for make-up air/process hot air
heating and process hot water heating listed above.
Outside Air
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An Air Heating Soler Collector With A Patented Manifold System
Protected by Palsnt COMM
Air flowing under selective absorber
Air entering absorber duct
Inlet Air
* High Thermal Efficiency.
• Slack Chrome Selective Absorber Surface.
if Durable Construction.
• Uses Air for Reliability and Long Life,
• No Pipes to Corrode or Freeze.
• Factory Assembled.
• Labor Saving Internal Manifold.
• Simple Installation.
• Suitable for Retrofitting.
• Architecturally Attractive.
Air flowing to next series 3000 colleclCr
PnOt7UCT 0E3Ci11f'TI'):! • Performance deterr i6ed by a prominent rode • • Glass Cover
• The air flow in the Series 3000 collector passes pendent testing !?b"
• Accepted for federally funded spaceandwaterheat•
--t'e in. thick
—Tempered low Iron
beneath the absorber In a duct that is formed by the Ing programs. —Solar Transmittance 0.89absorber and a second metal sheet. This allows the --Lightly textured
selective coated absorber to be insulated by a dead
• Absorber Coating—black chrome over nickel
air space between it and the glazing. This design
—Absorptivity 0.95 minimum
makes for a more efficient collector Inmostapplica• S!'ECIricnotiS —Emissivity 0.15 maximumdons and protects the absorber surface from dust
or other airborne contamination. . Collector Model Numbers • Recommended Air Flow Rate through Collector
—CL3011 • for 2 high arrays or outside rows of 3 —2 to 3 SCFM/it 2 of collector
• The collector utilizes a patented air manifold system high arrays —37.5 to 56.25 SCFM per collector
to minimize field installation labor and assure uni —CL3013X » for 1 high, arrays when paired with . Insulation—Fiberglass
form high performance 3013Y. —2.5 Inches halt
• The manifold system replaces most of the duct . —CL3013Y • for 1 high arrays when paired with —0.5 Inch semirigid foil backed
work normally used to interconnect air heating col .
lectors.
3013X
—CL3014 » for ;-iier row In 3 high arrays
—R13 insulation value
• Collector Net Weight
•	 withstand rain	 hail, snow and wind loads —CL3015 • for largo 1 high arrays 3	
pounds
present in most parts of the world,
r
. Gross collector area-18.75 square feet ^-72 pounds per square toot
• Developed In over thirty-five years of research and . Aperture area-17.07 ssquare feetq • Collector Shipping Wei htg
testing. • Ratio of aperture area to gross area R 0.91 --260 pounds per package of 2 collectors
`An "air heating solar collector" is a solar collector which uses air to carry heat from the collector absorber to the point of use or storage.
There are no liquids circulated In the collector.
"Name and report available upon request.
1 Inlet & i Outlet
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Cover a.,
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The heat storage unit must be built and
Installed by the local contractor to Solaron standard
drawings and specifications, Contac^ Solaron for a
copy of these specs.
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The pebble bed allows heat to be stored at
nearly the outlet temperature of the collector. This is
possible because of the high degree of stratification
exhibited by the pebble bed and the flow direction
reversal between "slonng heat" and "heating from
storage."
When "storing heat." the high temperature
air from the collector outlet enters the top of the
pebble bed where it gives up its heat to the pebbles
and returns to the collector as cool air This allows
the collector to operate at the highest possible
efficiency.
OPTIMUM STORAGE SIZE: ` _,
ti to k4 FP Rock per Fi
t
 Collector
One of the most efficient ways of using a
solar collector is to heat outside air required for
ventilation, makeup air, process heating or drying
applications.
The best solar collector to use for air heating
is an AIR heating collector since it does not need the
added heat exchange process that liquid-type collec-
tors require.
Heating outside air with an AiR heating solar
collector is an excellent utilization of a solar heating
system because the collectors operate at a low Inlet
temperature and thereby have minimal losses. This
means that the solar system Is operating very effi-
ciently since little energy is lost due to the tompera•
lure difference between the collector panel and the
ambient air temperature. This can be explained by
the following equation which shows the solar collec•
for poriormance.
X"Ae - FAI Hr ra — UL (T, — To)]
WHERE:
0,	 $0lar Collector Output tOTU`Hti
F. t, Neat removal factor for a specific collector
A, Q Arta of the collector ponds IPri
H, s Average amount of solar radiation
failing on a tilled surface t 11TII I
Fit Hr
r a Cover transmittance
n - Absorber plate absorptanco
U, o Overall foss coefficient
T. a Fluid Inlet temperature to the solar collectors
T. a Ambient temperature around the collectors
U,(T, -To). are essentially zero (U L(T, — Tel ra 0
when T, R T,) and the collector is at peak perform-
once.
O„ , Fp(H 1 Ya)Ae
Therefore, using an AIR heating solar collec•
for to heat outside air Is an excellent utilization of a
solar system and can be very cost effective.
\%'IiY i13f.f Irt 70 t=it>AT A LI01)1D?
An AIR system can, in many applications,
equal or even outperform a liquid system
• A liquid collector needs protection from freezing,
boiling and corrosion Therefore, most end-use
liquids cannot be directly circulated through the I
panels
• Normally, a non-freezing liquid Is circulated
through the panels, Often, this liquid most not
come in contact with the process fluid. Therefore,
a two-stage heat exchange process is required to
avoid contamination to case of a leak in the anti.
freeze loop.
• To heat liquids, an air collector uses one high-
efficiency heat exchanger.
• Ono heat exchange process with an AIR system is
comparable in efficiency with the two heat exchan-
gers often required in a liquid solar heating sys-
tem.
A SY: TFIO API)r.QACII
	
Solaron Corporation is unique in that it 	 ically operate in all modes This is provided
	
is a system company. In addition to the Series	 by Solaron and eliminales errors in this crit.
5009 collector, the company provides 	 teal function.
	
• AIR HANDLING UNITS: The blower and its	
' ALL COLLECTOR HOLD-DOWN HARD-
	
necessary ccessories are sized to be com• 	
WARE: Solaron literally provide all the nuts
y	 and bolts required for installing the colloc•
	
palibio with the Solaron system,	 for panels. Hardware not manufacturer-
	
o CONTROLS: To work properly, the system 	 provided is material normally used by the
	
must have controls with the logic to automat-	 mechanical contractor and readily available.
....	 r.m.a.:._-..+... r:.na.z,m.^..s:a.am^s 	 r.srrwas.:s+°^-^.a.+a+wra.an-^..^pw...^.^.,.w.—w+.+..•.r.++^.+
TS-TECHNICAL SUPPORT
NEATitV'r OUTSIDC 
At 
1`1 V/11M SOLAn COLLEC-i'Ons
	When on AIR solar collector is used to heat	 • Liquid solar system antifreeze solutions must be
	
outside air, the fluid Inlet temperature (T,) Is equal to	 periodically chocked and replaced.
	
the ambient temperature (To) since the collector Is 	 - Liquid collectors must be ^rotected from adverse
	
drawing in the ambient air and heating it as it passes 	 stagnation pressures
	
through the collector panel. Therefore, the losses, 	 • Little or no maintenance in an AIR system.
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APPENDr X. D
AN OVERVIEW OF LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO USE OF SOLAR ENERrY SYSTEMS*
William A. Thomas
American Aar Foundation
1155 East 60th Street
Chicago, illinois 60637
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This paper with some modification has been published in 83(6) rase
& Comment 3 (1978). It summarizes material presented in greater
detail in W. Thomas, A. Miller & R. Robbins, Overcoming Legal Un-
certainties About Ilse of Solar Energy Svstems (American Bar Foun-
dation, 197A).
AN OVERXTIE14 OF LEGAL ISSUES RELATED TO USE OF SOLAR ENERGY SYSTDIS
u	 Introduction to the Le al Issues
?
	
	
Use of solar energy systems for a variety of purposes offers a
partial solution to the national energy nroblem. These systems consume
only small amounts of conventional. fuel and produce no pollutants. Dike
any developing technology, however, they raise legal. issues that must
be resolved before we can satisfy our expectations for this promisine
source of energy.
An effective assessment must encompass a wide range of questions,
and we found it helpful to group these legal issues into five classes.
These classes certainly are not mutually exclusive, and the y often over-
lap considerably.
(1) Regulation of building materials and design. Two well-established
procedures are • used to draft building codes for residential and commer-
cial, structures. The first sets "prescriptive standards" that designate
specific building materials and how they are to be used, such as specifi-
cations for type and installation of electrical wiring. The other method
is to establish "performance criteria," which are descriptions of what
the materials or design must attain. The latter method is keyed to
function rather than design, and architects and engineers prefer it
because it allows more flexibility and reduces financial burdens. Many
building codes contain provisions which inhibit building designs and
components that are necessary for cost-effective and aesthetically
pleasing solar energy systems. Building codes also would help promote
solar homes if they provided incentives or requirements to conserve
energy.
A related topic is private or public regulation of the appearance
of solar energy collectors. This issue commonly arises when a local
government requires that an architectural review board, or a similar
panel, approve all designs xor new construction or reconstruction.
Similarly, homeowners' associations and other private organizations that
exercise control over land-use characteristics might require that l,nd -
owners submit plans for new construction or material changes in existing
structures to a review panel for approval. The purpose of these provi-
sions, of course, is to perpetuate desirable neighborhood characteristics.
These requirements, however, can inhibit the installation of solar energy
collectors if their design is perceived to be less than architecturally
pleasing by members of the public or private panels. This outcome has
resulted in strained community relations and litigation in several
instances.
(2) Financing and marketing arrangements. Considerations such as
property and sales taxes, mortgage and depreciation rates, warranties on
equipment, and insurance rates can function as barriers or as incentives
for using solar energy. We have limited experience with producing,
marketing, installing, maintaining, and financing solar energy systems,
and this inexperience itself inhibits greater use of solar energy.
Fortunately, this situation is changing. We should act forthrightly by
designing incentives--ouch as tax credits and deductions and loan and
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interest rate guarantees--to counteract specific barriers. Most of
the proposed state and federal, legislation to date is designed to do
this.
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	 Another consideration is how labor unions will allocate the
production, installation, and maintenance of solar units among crafts.
What is a rooftop solar collector? Part of the roof, part of the
plumbing s,,stem, part of the electrical circuitry, part of the heating
and refrigeration system, or part of all four? This definitional
problem also arises when the collector must be classified under property
and other tax laws.
(3) Role of public utilities. The backup energy source needed in
conjunction with solar units directly involves the public utilities.
Rate structures equitable both to the utilities and to the small and
intermittent user of their services are needed. This policy issue mustp	
be faced soon, as must some others. Should the public utilities be
encouraged to use solar energy systems? Should solar energy cooperatives
be formed under present or new utility regulations? If several neighbors
get together to install a solar conversion system to'distribute energy
only among themselves, would they be subject to regulation as a public
utility? We need more experience to answer these questions, but it is
unlikely that we will get more experience without dependable assessments
of what would result from proposed regulatory actions.
(4) Land-use planning. A series of problems that local governments
must face concerns the restraints that constitutionally can be ;imposed
on the use of privately owned land. Land-use regulations can control
the actual and potential use of land and size, placement, and design
e^	 of the solar collectors. People who plan to retrofit existing structures
i	 to use solar systems might encounter problems because regulations
frequently limit changes on existing buildings. New large-scale develop-
ments--such as subdivisions, shopping centers, and industrial parks--usually
must satisfy another set of regulations that control placement of buildings
and other structures, their uses, and their style and aesthetics, and
that outline what the developer must provide in the way of public
utilities and other services. If this is done correctly with proper
planning, the result is not only an attractive development but also one
that conserves energy. In fact, solar energy could be encouraged, or
even required, by offering financial inducements or other incentives that
are limited only by the human imagination and constitutional guarantees.
Land-use regulations are subject to change, and it normally requires
only three readings by the local legislative body to change them drastic-
ally. Newer procedures in land-use planning to protect property charac-
teristics that favor use of solar energy include comprehensive plans,
transferable development rights, official mapping of solar districts, and
planned unit developments.
(5) Access to sunlight. Thisireally is a subset of the previous
category, but it obviously is a central issue that must be considered in
detail. The main conclusion of the ABr study cited above is that the
single most important legal issue is guaranteeing access to sunlight for
solar energy collectors. Other questions can be resolved by the private
marketplace and the political process in the normal course of events
as we gain experience with this new technology.
Access to light in many situations might not present any problem  
whatsoever, as in the case of a collector on top of a building centered
on a large lot in a nonurban area. However, in many other circumstances,
particularly where a landowner cannot predict accurately or control
legally the uses to which neighboring land will be put, a prudent person
3#
	
	 would hesitate to invest in a solar energy collector until, a "right to
light" was assured. Architectural and system design features, topography,
+.
	
	 trends in land use and vegetative growth, and other factors also should
be considered in determining whether additional legal protection of solar
skyspace--that area between the collector and the sun during critical
daylight hours--is advisable and practicable.
Zt Is important to note at the outset that direct sunlight does not
impinge anywhere in the United States from directly overhead. Reflected
and diffuse light is available from overhead, but this is insufficient
,.5 I
	
	 for cost-effective operation of solar energy collectors. This physical
circumstance P acounted for much of the confusion in early legal doctrines
concerning access to sunlight. Since it often is helpful to consider
legal topics in historical perspective, the development of two doctrines
r
	
	 concerning access to sunlight are outlined here before the current status
of the law is described,
(a) A legal maxim. Many centuries ago, the Latin maxim Cu us est solum
ejus esr usque ad coelum et ad inf e ros had been incorporated into Roman,
German, french, and Jewish law. The use of the maxim dates from antiquity
and means, "The owner of the soil owns also to the sky and to the depths."
That is, the o^,nier of the surface was considered to own from the center of
the earth to the heavens.
Then, in 1586 an Englishman named Bury lived in a house built near
the property line with a window through which he had received light across
adjacent land for 30 or 40 years, His neighbor, Pope, decided to build
a house so near the property Line that it would prevent light from entering
Bury's window. Bury went to court, claiming that Pope shouldn't be allowed
to build his house there because Bury needed the light. Tile justices in
a very short opinion said that Bury should have .foreseen the consequences
of building so near the property boundary and that Pope could build any-
where he pleased on his own land, even if it obstructed light that other-
wise would cross the property line. The report of the case concluded with
a version of the Latin maxim, and it has been part of Anglo-American
law ever since.
A long series of cases since then confirms that overhanging tree
branches, roof eaves, and similar objects constitute trespasses. In one
i
	
	 case, a person having an altercation with a neighbor struck him across
the .fence between their properties and was charged not only with assault
and battery, but also with trespass, because her fist had penetrated the
'P	 airspace over her neighbor's land.
This legal situation quite obviously is incompatible with aviation,
and in the first half of this century the maxim was gradually weakened by
courts and by the Congress to accommodate the new technology. As
w	 Justice Douglas explained, in reference to the maxim in 1946, "'[T]hat
^.	 doctrine has no place in the modern world. The air is a public Highway,
"
	
	
as Congress has declared. Were that not true, every transcontinental
flight would subject the operator to countless trespass suits." The law
was modified by necessity. Landowners can control airspace over their
l
	
	 property only as far as is needed For reasonable use and enjoyment of the
surface as determined on a case-by-case basis.
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(b) Doctrine of ancient li fits. A second legal rule concerning right
	 I
to receive light is the doctrine of ancient Lights that English judges
evolved over the centuries. Under this doctrine, property owners are 	 f
entitled to receive light across adjacent land up to the amount needed 	 ,.
for reasonable use and enjoyment, of their own land if they have received
that liglit for a specified period of time. In early eonmion law this
period was described as "from the time when the memory of man runneth not
to the contrary" or as "the time before which no man has memory," which
merely meant that the light had been received for a very long time and
that no one could remember anyone having blocked it. If the landowner
had received light for that period of time, a neighbor would not be allowed
to obstruct it unreasonably. In the early English case noted above,
Bury evidently could not prove that lie had received light for this period
and therefore could not prevent Pope from blocking it.
The required uninterrupted time of enjoyment varied with English
legal history until it was codified at 20 years in 1832; it was lengthened
to 27 years in 1959. Rather than requiring landowners to construct
barriers to prevent the right from accruing to neighbors, the filing of
notice by a landowner now substitutes for she erection of an actual barrier;
This facilitates urban planning and protects individual property values by
greatly reducing uncertainties.
The real question facing English judges is how to define reasonable
use and enjoyment. This obviously must be done on a case-by-case basis,
and the cases refer to "substantial deprivation" and stress that the
amount of light remaining, not the amount blocked, is the important factor.
The English devised an ingenious concept known as the "grumble line" to
assist in determining when substantial deprivation would occur. This line
is located in a room at that distance from the window where an ordinary
person reading ordinary print would grumble and turn on the light. The
rule-of-thumb is that a reasonable amount of light is left if at least half
of the room is between the window and the grumble line. Engineers have
determined that this line is approximately where the light intensity equals
I foot-candle at the top of a desk 33 inches (84 cm) high.
Some colonial courts in the United States did enforce the doctrine
of ancient lights, but it soon was repudiated in most states as being
inconsistent with a growing and dynamic country. However, in at least one
state, Delaware, this status of the doctrine was not certain until as late
as 1939. Although the doctrine of ancient lights is not part of American
law, consideration of experience with it in England and elsewhere is
useful for several reasons. First, the factual situations in cases arising
under the doctrine illustrate the range and types of circumstances that
produce legal conflicts about access to light. Second, the doctrine has
been proposed by some legal writers as the basis for new laws to encourage
use of solar energy systems--that is, they seem to suggest that the
doctrine should not be considRred dead but merely in repose.
(c) Current law. A review of an illustrative case might help explain
the current status of the law. The Fontainbleau Hotel was constructed
in 1954 in 1Jiami Beach, and the Eden Roc was constructed the following
year immediately north of and adjacent to the Fontainbleau. Several years
after construction, the owners of the Fontainbleau decided to add 14
stories on the northern portion of their property. Doing so would cast
a shadow dLtring winter for most of the afternoon over the swimming pool,
sunbathing area, and cabana of the Eden Roc. Not surprisingly, thu Eden
Roc sued, claiming that they had a right to continue receiving the light
P
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N	 across the Fontainbleau property. A Lower court enjoined the Fontainbleau
on the principle that a property owner could not use property in a
manner that would cause injury to another, but a Florida appellate court
held otherwise. The judge said in essence that, although it is true that
one person is not allowed to use property in violation of the rights of
another property owner, the Eden Roc had no sights that were being
violated because the doctrine of ancient lights is not recognized in
this country.
The law in a nutshell in the United States is that landowners have
a right to receive sunlight from directly above their property but not
from across adjacent property. Adjacent landowners can construr.t
buildings, plant trees, erect fences, or otherwise block sunlight as long
as all other aspects of the action are reasonable and legal. While it
is true that every property owner might benefit from a change in the law,
we must keep in mind that every property owner also would bear the burden
of providing the benefit to others. Reduction in land value because of
the reduced opportunity to develop it would not in all instances be
offset by the added value provided by tile guarantee to .receive direct
sunlight.
The technology in a nutshell is that the direct and diffuse light
from across neighboring land is necessary for efficient operation of
solar energy collectors. The challenge is to encourage private and public
remedies for this disparity between what the law provides and what the
technology requires.
Private remedies range from outright purchase of adjacent property,
or purchase of air rights above that property, to negotiation of an
easement for light to protect access to sunlight. An easement is a
property right with all the formalities of other legal interests in real
property and is considerably more than more permission to do something
which can be revoked at any time. In an affirmative easement--such as
a right-of-way--the purchaser has a right to enter the land of the seller
to the extent specified in the easement. In a negative easement, however,
the purchaser cannot enter the seller's land but can prevent the seller
from doing something on the land that would be permissible if the easement
did not exist. An easement for light is a prime example of a negative
easement. The purchaser of the easement cannot physically enter the land
but can legally prevent the other landowner from erecting structures or
growing trees, for example, into the space protected by the easement.
An important distinction between the two types of easements is that
affirmative easements can be created without negotiation under appropriate
circumstances. If, for example, a person has been openly and routinely
crossing the land of another for a number of years--normally 20 in most
jurisdictions--and the landowner has not complained, then a ri,;ht-of-way
by prescription is established. Easements for light, as is true for all
negative easements, cannot be acquired by prescription but must be
negotiated and created expressly.
It might be economically feasible to purchase easements for light
from adjacent landowners in areas where the development potential of
the land will be low for the foreseeable future, but they certainly are
inapplicable in urban areas where the cost of an easement could nearly
equal the value of the entire property. It is possible, of course, to
purchase an easement only at such a height above the ground that it
would be economically practical. The costs and difficulties of negotiating
00-N	 1
satisfactory private agreements between property owners could limit their
appeal. Reliance upon them would require a multitude of successfu l-
transactions if widespread use of solar energy were to be encouraged.
Nonetheless, the private marketplace definitely should be considered in
r^	 conjunction with public remedies. 	 ,
Cong;ress ' is riot likely to nationalize airspace any lower than is
necessary for commercial aviation because of conflicts with private
property rights. Local and stare governments, however, can preserve
unobstructed airspace through present and new land-use controls, such as
creation of solar zones and inclualon of open-space provisions in community
plans, Current height restrictions and setback requirements could be
implemented with this goal in mind. Taxing authorities could assess land
on its income-producing value, rather than on what it could produce under
what is sometimes called its highest and best use. For example, some
states have attempted to preserve open spaces in this manner by taxing,
agricultural land in suburban areas at its actual income-producing value
rather than at the value it would produce if fully developed.
Governments can acquire land by eminent domain with ;just compensation,
but only for-public use. They could not, for example, take a person's
yard to keep it free of obstructions to a neighbor's solar collector. It
might be possible to adopt a policy to the effect that use of solar energy
collectors is of such importance to the community that eminent domain could
be used to acquire airspace above critical parcels of land. This must be
accomplished in a manner that provides a public benefit and not just a
windfall to the select few with solar collectors.
[vocal, state, and federal legislative bodies have considered a variety
of proposals to overcome existing laws concerning access to sunlight. Some
of these provide direct legal assurances, while others offer various
incentives to subordinate governmental units to guarantee some access to
light. Public intervention in the marketplace in effect redefines property
rights and mutual obligations among; landowners. It decreases or eliminates
transaction costs and, if performed equitably, would result in no aggregate
decrease in property values if the limitations oil 	 rights are
exceeded by the correlative gains. To promote this happy result, it will
be necessary to assess very-carefully the prospective effects of any public
action. ror instance, control of vegetation that might shade a solar
collector is a particularly troublesome problem because of the at-
titudes of landowners about the aesthetic value of trees.
The very least that a state legislature can do is specifically
authorize local governments to consider access to sunlight when design-
ing their various land-use regulations, including; the comprehensive
plan. Oregon was the first state to include this specific provision in
its enabling legislation that delegates state authority to local govern-
ments. This language, which specifically relates the use of solar energy
to the public health, safety, and welfare, allows local governments to
plan under state authority for a purpose that otherwise might not re-
ceive judicial approval.
N A current phenomenon within legal circles is the desire to draft
"model legislation" to cure almost any perceived ill that comes along.
The general area of solar energy and the law is no exception. To the
best of my knowledge, no one has advanced "model legislation" in the sense
that it is designed to be considered for enactment by state or local gov-
ernments without modification to accommodate prevailing conditions. The
D-7
ABF report includes four suggested statutes, three of which could be
used to promote effective land-use regulations and to encourage use of
solar energy systems. Several local governments have been active in
drafting, considering, or sponsoring the drafting of ordinances and
regulations for this purpose.
Conclusion
These, then, are the main legal issues related to use of solar energy
systems for heating water and living space. Additional issues must be ad-
dressed when considering other forms of solar energy conversion, such as
wind energy, ocean thermal gradients, and bioconversion systems.
The key policy question has been answered in the affirmative. Solar
energy is important enough for government to encourage its use, but con-
siderable doubt remains about the degree of involvement that is appro-
priate. Because most of the legal issues are within the jurisdiction of
state and local governments, it is unlikely that we will witness any
sweeping reforms. Oil
	
other hand, we should see a range of diverse
and innovative approaches to the solution of these problems by thousands
of governmental, units acting as individual "laboratories."
The chief reason several centuries ago for securing a right to ;sun-
light across neighboring land was to ensure interior lighting. With the
advent of inexpensive energy sources, the concern shifted to the preser-
vation of scenic vistas and other aesthetic considerations. We now are
concerned once again with light for interior heating and other utilitarian
purposes. The real obstacle probably is cultural inertia. Our social order
evolved during an era of cheap land and cheap energy, and any system--
economic, social, or ecological--changes slowly in the absence of outside
forces.
Lawyers, technologists, architects, land-use planners, and others
share an obligation to cooperate among themselves in conducting multidis-
ciplinary assessments of how to develop a solar economy with a minimum
of disruption. The barriers are not insurmountable, but we must learn
to accomodate the requirements of technology and law before events pre-
clude too many options and before too many policies become unresponsive
to change. Our private and public welfare depends upon it.
i D-8
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wall as a solar slab, utilizing solar collectors as reflec-
tive umbrellas over space occupied by p0lents.
Landscaping
Generally considered for its esthetic enhancement
rather thart its energy-conservation potential is the
landscaping of a health-care facility, Yet this aspect of
design can reduce energy consumption consid-•
erabiv. The energy required to heat a buil 4flrtg" ima' ' ;• :
wind-swept,•setting is considerably greater (liat5'it;
would be if ,i la,;dsciped wind screen blocked that
wind. A well iIcsigned landscape can shield a strut-,,
ture from 85 percent of the winter wind, which !n.'
turn will provide a significant contribution to gneYTy '••,".' '
conservation,
	 '	 ' '	 •
Trees are important energy conservers, also. Mir-
ing the heat of summer, the temperature under n tree
may be 25 degrees cooler than in the direct sun, due
to evapo-transpiration heat loss and the• resultant
convection breezes. A n1a'tu	 are tree get3erates n oil-
orgy change equivalent to five 10,000 Btu pair con-
ditioners. One cit y has estimated that it , would be
required to s}?end more than $800,000 per daj, in
energy casts to equal the cooling produced by its
200,000 treesAithing the summer,
t	 tural designs could produce a patient wing with one
	
The Basic concept is to block the hot summer sun and
1
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orientation, subterranean or negative architecture,
and space planning to allow for solar collectors.
Use of thick masonry exterior walls and/or
adequate insulation of exterior walls augment heat-
ing and cooling efficiency during both winter and
summer, The mass of the walls assists in offsetting
the heating/cooling loads on a continual basis,
Building orientation with respect to the sun also is
a significant energy conservation factor, Orientation
to take advantage of the sun du r ing the winter must
be balanced with glare protection and heat reflection
during the summer.
Subterranean or negative architecture has great
potential for energy conservation, in combination
with courtyards and lightsvells to direct natural light-
ing into the interior and to provide suitable ventila-
tion. Wholly or partially below-ground structures
benefit from the natural insulation properties of the
surrounding earth. Placement of glass areas and use
of skylights and clerestories can prevent 111 Undesir-
able, cavelike environment for patients, visitors, and
health-care staff. In addition, subterranean designs
can provide rooftop vehicle parking to mitigate the
frequently severe problem of traffic and pedestrian
circulation, especially in urban settings.
A	 lication of solar Slabkolar collector architec-p}	 a	 Energy conservation landscaping is not complex.
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,1
• channel, summer breezes for cooling; ill the winter, in energy, as well	 is creating a beautiful, ever-
cold winds are blocked and the inlpact Yof the winter changing; environment.
Still iti,maxiilliZed (Fig. 1). For example, deciduous Lighting Designplants in full leaf` will provide protection from the
sunlnrer sutl on southern and western building It is a challenge to design anenerg y-conscious light-
'faCAde5. I)ueing winter, thesun will shine through or ing system for a 110,11 h-c.ire facility that fulfills fuule-
f	 undL,r Icat1ess>,^Nanches to warm walls and windows. tional regUire111e11tti without wasting e lectricity . The
a Everglaeils provide an effective winter wind screen, variety of health-care related visual tasks and condi-
yiti'wejl as a colorful, living environment, tioris creates a broad range of footcandle require-
Ground space temperatu res vary considerably, ments; from 5 footcandles for bulk stores to 2500
depending upon the heat absorption properties of footcandles for surgery,
surface, nlatcrials (Fig. 2). Grass and tree-covered Lighting technology and variations in light sources
space is cooler, obviously, than a paged parking lot. and lighting controls are promising areas for inlagk-
The initial savings from use ofasphali in hot climates native energy conservation in health-care applica-
1	 become losses coral year iti the form of energy costs tions. Greater efficiency has been achieved in light-
forairconditioningtllestu• rotinLiingli ti it,.iings, Trees ing equipment, and comnitrcinlization of cost-
,	 e	 and groundcover would lower tclilpe>MUres and effective electronic ballasts should bring about addi-
s,1•ve urn 0101,gy consumption. tional improvements.
Grasses and shrubs near structures.lugnlent en- The greatest potential for energy conservation in
erg), conservatism. When used in conjunction with lighting systems without reducing the quality is in
earth berms or mounds, this landsraping also improved onloff control, lighting levels that corre-
"x	 !	 provides	 e-sound control, opens o ►• closes spond to specific task requirements, and daylightingi	 t	 the view at the discretion of the designer, and chan- to supplement the artificial illumination. The pro-
eels wind currents (Fig. 3). gramimble controller offers a feasible means of ell-
G• Judiriou; use of plant materials inr•thw., various cli- erg), conservation through switching control. Light-
`-mate Zones, with careful considerakion of solar and hag system control functions Witty be implemented
^r	 wind *con LiItion;, can produce a substantial savings through telephone networks orstandard control tie-
.S
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fPlants control solar radiation
Fig. 3
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vices, and photoelectric, tetllperature, and time-
fUnction inputs are possible (Fig. 4).
Tinting functions ma y be used for on/off control of
lighting in offices, patients` rooms Musing taty and at
night), special areas and exteriors, and in clarridors.
T'hotoelectriccontrol Ilia) , be applicable for the reduc-
tion of artificial light levels when tiaylig;ht provides
adequate illumination. The progra Ill nlable control
system can be utilised effectively to reg ul,,to illttnl g -
nation levels ill open office s pac4'S, Such A s account-
ing, personnel, and administrative reception areaS.
Maximum utilisation of daylight through architec-
turf l design and control of lighting levels throughout
the facility can conserve energy. The potential energy
savings are illustrated in Fig;. S.
MechanicallElertrical Systems
The electric motors that are components of the elec-
trical system also rn iy offer a means of conserving
energy. The emphasis in motor design traditionally
has been on reliability and durability rather than
energy needs. I lowever, high efficiency motors are
available in standard sixes, and tlw^ recently devel-
oped Wanlass controlled-torque motor signals
98
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technological advancement in the pre\ • iotlsly dor-
mant area of motor tiesig;n. Energy considerations in
the electrical system portion of health-care facility
design include the sizing of motors for intended
functions, life-cycle costs, system power factors, and'
operational parameters. 	 • r ' . ; °
Mechanical systems also offer stlbstantial'^ipg^or-, .
tunities for 'gn Ierg;y conservation. Exhaust-air )mat
recovery is a major consideration. Rotating.• heat,
wlicels, heat pipes, Air-to-ail' heal exlhallgCl'ry'Adlc^
run-around'loops are methods for transferring Beat ^, '
front the exhaust-air strennl to the outside'Air being;
drawn into die air-handling; sys tem. Some of these
systems also are designed for hu midity transfer.
Adiabotic cooling;, A significant energy conservCI',
is feasible in regions where wet-bulb tenlperatUres
are low enough to permit spraying; air streams with
Water, thus increasing; humidity and lowering; dry-	 y
bulb ternpertlttn ve without mechanical refrig;eration,.
Chilled-Water system design presents wpotential-
for cnerg y conservation. While the chiller requires'
full flow thri p' h the evaporator, the chilled watet'
coils in air-harndling units do not, and it is generally
economical to provide a primary loop througl, fhtz°
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to pomp water and grind grain, and it also can be
harnessed to supplement existing electrical genera-
tion techniques,
Cogeneration is a final consideration that may lie
applied advantageously. Also termed total energy
systems, cogeneration enables the health-care facil-
ity to generate its own power and to recover licit
from the generating process to produce steam for
kitchenlsterili/er use and heating/cooling purposes,
Fuel utilization efficiency is increased substantially in
these systems (fuel-to-load efficiencies of 70 percent
ire not unconhnaon).
Energy conservation is no longer just the battle cry
of dissident environmentalists and vote-seeking
politicians. The doubled and tripled utility bills and
the escalating costs of providing as Weil as receiving
health care have created the demand for judicious
use of energy that has been needed for many year-s,
The technology and equipment are available to
substantially decrease energy consumption levels.
Design professionals must supply the "inlaginecr •
-ing" that can lead to significant energy conservation
in heallh-care facilities.	 •,&
r	 ergs' can be adapted to the health-care field.!,	 h
Ultimately there will be greater use r7f windmills to
E	 . ^iri^'e getmralors, a concept allied' to solar energy 	 Mr, Blair is senior cot-porate vice president of Benham-
because,of wind's dependence a ion .5ttlar activity on 	 Blair• F Affiliates, Inc., Oklahoma 04/, Oklahoma, and
f '
	
	
p	 i	 presie of  of the Aeadenty of Health Care Consid tants,
the earth's surface. Wind has been t ►sed for centuries
^	 Y
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chiller and a secondary loop with variable-speed or
' staged pumps for the air-handling units, The ptmhp-
ing horsepower savings are significant.
Usk, of "two -speed fans for cooling towers enables
operation at half speed, which is adequate for system
	
t	 requirements more than 70 pe'rc'ent of the necessary
f	 1' ..cooling hours.
i'le,11th-care facilities' requirements For large quan-
tities of domestic hot water are a prime energy con-
r' ccl riti, Doti bit,-bundle condensers could provide most
of the ltefll ► lccgssary for this p trr'pose. This system
recl^iinhs chiller condenser heat by use of a second
	
^.	 tube-laundle, through which Cold domestic make -up
1!'alel' flows prior to entering the Water heaters. Re-
r	 •	 jeciedheatisdissipated through thecondenserwater
'system and cooling towers,
Alternative Energy Sources
	
`'•',
	 Solar Llnerg)e offers tremendous potential, particu-
larly as an energy source for
	
heating.
Most health-care facility designs offer sufficient roof
;area for .solar-collector installation, and innovative
}	 • archilecttu'r'.ii,'t4. R 4igih4'featuri ►lg the use of solar an-
fe
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Industrial buildings serve a wide variet'v of functions
Irt111a assl'lllbl y operation-, it) foundries. Each type of
building has Unique opportunities for energ% , con-
tierr+Ilion kmittal^ of the Lillleronce" in tilt* rnl hiln-
• '	 ICAIaor'sice, required for tilt, process equipment. Ill.
. dtlstrf,ll bUiId lr},s are t 1' picalll' sin };le- stol'y slruc-
r tllres %vith [lie i'ool representing the greolvr portion
,of the' surface a rea. i he bu ilding height healerolh , is
•^ :A.W1M'Iteti by tall' p rocess equipment and nlateri 'll 11,111-
' * dlinl;'^iace requirements.
'Dosil;n of industrial buildings for energy conserva-
tion can be achieved through i n hi tegrated systems
approach to the building construction, services,
process, and environmental equipment. `l'his re-
quires -n great deal of coordination between the
owner and till, consulting engincer. The primary
problem encountered is the dependence oil the
iv,iilability and timing of information re,,arding
process equipment. Often the owner is eyrlluating
a numberof alternative processes, meal o( which may
have different characteristics with respect to oppor-
Ktunjties,for energy conservation.
Coneepi Studies
A conservation concept study should be prepared
apart (rf the preliminary
 design phase of the project.
It slrttSuld .include Mllfic'iont description, diagninis,
hild ect)1 ornicanalysis to rnalso a decision toaccept or
rvject ale concept, but it need not be complicated to
be effective. The' ongineer must be ob hervant to
identiN energy conwryation opportunities and be
innovative in developing the design concept. The
rationale for acceptance or rejection of specific con-
servafion opportunities call be based oil calculation
tll' e\perlelnced engineering judgment, its deenled
appropriate avitll respect to the nlayiii udc of cx-
pected savings.
	
'r
• Desigrf linlo' for industrial buildings will vary
significantl y betal'een projects and l'liellts. The on-
erg), ctm-wrv.ation concept report format also will
vary doocliding • oll the design tillie frame and tie
Illods of thvi},'jt pt' 4ionl' client ,, profor a complete
formal report wha'l'e all concept ,, can be reviewed
prior t000thoritation to proceed with design. Other
clients p refer to review till' con cepts o il all as deyel-
' lopvd basis.to expedite design.
•	 r Tile Organization for on orgy conservation design in
industrial buildings is basically a five step process,
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m Identify the energy conservation opportunities
(ECQS).
• Develop tilt,
 design concepts.
• Screen alternatives to select hCOs for further
evaluation.
Estimate the return on investment.
0 Select Ii OS to be Implemented.
identification of energy conwryntion opportuni-
ties is the only one of the live steps that needs further
definition toadtlress Indlistrial buildings specitic7lly.
An organi/ed approach to identifying the KOS in-
volves consideration for those Services and equip-
mert which typically haven significant impact on file
energy consumed. it includes these procedures,
a Noview procoss equipillont for Eros related to
waste cleat recovery or exhaust recirculation.
r Determine procchs + ,xhallst requirements and
identify equipment to be provided with enclosure's.
r i)etermine occupancy schedule and definition of
production areas for •rune control of mechanical sys-
tern'; and lighting.
. Develop schematics of alternative mechanical ,s-
terns and control for support of process and building
services.
a review mechanical systems schematics (or; more
efficient energy sources; potential secondary uses of
energy; ability to operate efficiently nt part load;
adegtlitte backup for waste heat recovery .1100rce+);
and ability to maintain make-up air at a mininlunn to
compensate for process exhaust and provide for
worker health and reasonable comfort,
Once E.COs are identified, evaluation can proceed
as previously outlined. Passi• measures for energy
conservation common to all building types, such as
insulation for building surfaces and piping, also
Should be evaluated for return can investment.
Major Areas for Energy Conservation
Ntechanical and electrical systems must bcselected to
satisfy the building; functional requirements while
being; conservative in energy consumption and at-
tractive with respect to annual owing and operating
cost. Tile goal for most owners is to reduce annual
owning and operating cost, not merel y to save
energy at any expense. The exception is when availa-
bility of a fuel source is threatened by a curtailment.
The greatest energy savings for industrial build-
ings remelt from coordinating the operation of me-
701
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chanicai systems rind lighting with building occu-
pmicy, controlling the amount of outside air that is
Introduced to the facility by air handlers and KARra-
tion, providing for efficient off-peak operation, and
by passive measures such as adequate building and
piping insulation. Systen1S also I11tat be desig ned to
fACililtltU maintenance. Preventive maintenance is
important to assure long-terns efficient operations.
I leating make-up air supplied by air handler's to
provide Ventilation air and replace air volumes
exhausted front process equipment accounts for A
major portion of the energy consumed in support of
an industrial facility. There are two alternatives for
US, the Amount of primary energy upended to
heat make-LIP air. One is to reduce the amount of
Make-up air, the other is to employ heat recovery to
but to niake-up  air. Reduction OF makeup all' must
be Accompanied b y An egml reduction in process
e'xhauM. Heating make-up ail' with Waste heat
recovery is dependent on the availdblllty of a "a&tie
heat source. Initial emphasis should be placed on the
reduction of exhaust air quantities.
Au(unlatcd proceSses often can be provided with
enclosures that reduce the amount of air deeded to
prevent contaminant emissions to the Work area,
ideally, untempered outside AN can be provided at
the enclosure so that heated room air is not
exhausted. Equipment enclosures often provide sec-
ondar}' b01101ts such as noise reduction, and
nlininli/U uncontrolled heat dissipation to the space,
which ma y
 Allow reduced SLIMI ncr ventilation.
When a process cannot be enclosed, air curtains
should be considered to Isolate contaminants and
Process heat rejection. Heat can be Punted by gmvity
above the area contained by the Air curtain or
recovered if economically feasible, If a PrOCeSS 011110t
be enclosed or air Curtains are not applicable, then
the Procros exhaust r •egllirement must be reduced by
Illaxillli/ing the efficiency of contaminant collection
by providing properly designed hoods, using un-
heated compensating air, or providing filt ration to
allow recirculation of exhaust air to the Work area,
Recirculation Of Pi • oCehs e\hALISt alr iti not applica-
ble to All processes. *i he nature of the cosh ridnant
and Particle Site distribution must be considered
when Selecting a collection device appropriate for
recirculating the exhaust air to the work area. Particle
size distribution can be determined by sampling
I+wry'.
	 ,
! 1	 • f •	 1
11	 ; •	 1	
1
emissions from an operating process, Often einis-
sions abt,t>,awrlt equipment manufacturers can
}provide tytpiclil data based on previous experience,
High efficiency filters or elect rostatic precipitat'nrs
cmi be ferry Affective Ill removing pal • ti date emir-
lions, Pollutants such as WaldiPg fu1110 should•be
collected at the source before they expand all y
 cull-
tarninate the general atI11USPl1el'e of the %VOIk 01"J"a.
Collecting contaminants at the source lW.1 inlI/e^
the w4unle of the particulate abatement equlpmeh4
Maximizing Waste Hen! Recovery'
Sources of waste heat am readily identtdble, Hot
process exhau.,t released outside the plant amid cool-,
1119 water ene rgy dissipated with a cooling toy,ver are 	 •
CUI11111U11 losses. Current technology iti nVailable to
extract lent front exhaust gases either by air-to - air nr
air-to-liquid heat exchangers, Mot process cooling;
water return sometimes can be used directly in hot
"Wer culls for 1'Clltilatoll air heating. Often, to
tenlperatLlrU is tuts low to be used directly and a heat
Pump must be added to Uxt•act the usable heat en-
ergy. I leaf recovery from lo g , energy sources may be
unecononlical. Each application IllLISt beeyalLlnted in
terms of return on h"W llent,
Process systems and equipment should be do-
signed to be inher •ellty energy efficient, such as cleat
t reat Ovens that use was t e cleat to preheat coinbtrS-
ton air. WASte heat Should be 1 •ecovered aS ClU4e (t.) * .
the Scene As possible to avoid thermal encr-^)) L1J^,
tion, TIic ccuiionlics of heat recovery improVe as thi'
temperature of the waste heat increases al1d tlaC•',
available tlll.rnlal energy per pound of trap }7ortiq" g,
madlum 1hcrease'S.	 t
I-ligh energy, continuous operating soui•cetiare'the
most desirable for waste heat recovery. I (owever,
high energy waste heat sources often are 'a great
distance front the point where the energy can be
Utili /ed. Lxamples of waste heat SLI we'es flat gen-
erall y are remote from a point Of Litili/atioll are din'
c0111I)I M'S, elect rical Substations, and inisCellalle-
ous procest ies•scattered throughout the,manufa^tlJt-
ing area. The Colllbilled waste heat energy. of Illisc6i-
laneous processes sla y be significant but uneconoril-
ical to recoi er on an individual basis.
Attention must be given to the overall thermal
efficiency of systems in support of -the •[^I'&V.Y,
equipment, Secondary use of primary energy Shinll(i*
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I,-., provided fur wherever possible. Steam .Applied
to b,tl.e o'elts I, a ptimc ewnnple of .tin opportunity to
tt,i secondar y tht • I ntal cnt • rg; y %%Ithottt ha y ing; to ► Ise
hC,11 recot cr y dct Ices. Steam ,uMl'hcd to hale (well%
I: typicall y 12; to 150 psig; to maintain the high lem-
per: ► ttlre, required b y the process. '1 he high pressure
cunden,atc :an he flashed to lute .pre„tire •team
which can he used tosupph • th; hrnting;and ventilat-
tngr tlmts or to preheat process nta{.e-tilt water. ':on-
.dcosatc should be returned to the boiler unless ci ►n-
taminated in sun-w wa y by the prices,
Systems Control for Energy Conservation
The major emphasis in design and control of systems
oretluipnhent lorenerg y conservation nntnst be placed
on efticic • nt operation at l•• tial load. ti yarnrs and
i,quil , mcnt are deslg;ncd n.t.,,cummodatc ntat nnunt
load conditions, which ma y include tuturt , load,; in
practice, mostoperateat yarving;condltion,tit Martial
load. Operation dyer the design range ma y cycle
am v where from a dash- to seasonal basis.
Dw%ig;n considerations lot' oft-peak operation in-
clude the use of variable ,peed dri yc,, primary and
secondar y pumping; systems with bridge difterential
pre%sure cont rol, and nultiple equipment of varying;
cap .city in parallel, all of t y hlch provide for efficient
oi-oration at reduced load. 'The choice of the specific
nnethod' must be consistent with the operating; re-
+ quNenncnt, of the . ystertl. \'arable calvacitt • opera-
tion is uutable it the whole s y stenn load, and unloads
cvi'nl y . However, primary -secondar y puml•ing mat,
Ile More suilell to a .'stem ha y ing; components
which peak at random.
'SClccli'c ,tart up and ,hutdut y n control can he
effecti yc in reducing; demand and consumption.
Staggered start-up tit electrical ti'" Ib N ment reduces
demand charges. Controlled slarts up of ,team
egttipinent nw\ preclude ha y ing; to bring; additional
boiler capacity on lint- tot ,hart period% of time The
sh • stems control must be coordinated with the pro-
ductivn areas so support systems, lighting;, and
equipmetiC ittn h?'turned off when indwidual pro-
duction area, arc not In operation. Control action can
be manual or performed b' atltonnaticaentr.tl control
system.ot yar'Ing %orhistication: Atrtttmatic control
is preferred dyer manual since it assure, that flit,
control functions will be accomplished and con-
ducted in proper,etluencC. i'rtwislons al,t► ,hould be
made tit implement load shedding; to reduce energy
demand and con,ulliptlon.
Attlon ►atic cuntol to achie'c po,Iti%v shutoff of
,ante sett Ices, such a, .team, Is essential to pre% ent
envrg %, waste. Mike-up air heating; often is con-
trolled by coil face and by lea.• dampers. Face and
Iw-pas. dampers do not adetluatel y prevent the heat-
ing;of ma{,r upairduring;the nonhrating;.ra,on. An
automatic .tcann shutoff 'alt e will prevent energy
waste and improve worker comfort.
Building Construction
Industrial building; de.ig;n and construction feature,
g;encrall y are suited it) the needs of the manufactur-
ing; proces, and the logistics of shipping, and rcceiv-
ing raw n ►aterl.tls and finished g;ootts. l lie control of
surface opening;. and the provision of surface insula-
tion are the major factors in energ y conservation.
Glaring; usuall y is minln ► iied on industrial buildings
becaust of nnaintenance considerations.
Adequate ruin insulation allows the stratification
of heat In the truss space where it can be recovered or
recirculated to the occupied area. Roof and wall Insu-
lation thickness mu,t he determined by economic
etaluation. The economic thickness is a function of
the leniperattlre, to he maintained inside the build-
ing;, the geographic location of the facility , and the
unit ce ►.ts of nl,ulation and energy.
Control of larg;cl opening;,, such as lruck duel. and
railroad lours, is essential to linut the untiltration of
outside air. Sing;lc opening;. often can be provided
with air curtains, whllc multiple openings can be
protected with a trucl, duel. yestibtllc.
DCsig;ning; for Cnerg;v conservation in industrial
building;, rrquires in org .mired, s y stems approach
to ta4te ld yantAg C of the multiple opportunities
prC•CntCd l• v the plant's processes and equipment.
l he,e ma y include secondary uses of energy, such as
watt, heat; the abilit y to operate efficientl y at partial
load; and wa y s to maintain male-up air at an accept-
able Ic'el without undue expense or energy usage.
In,ul,ltion, fenc,tration, and overall building; con-
struction also lend thcrosel yc, to encrp, con,erya-
tion opportu ill tic,
Al?. Harrisorn is m anager, Elee• r ilColrsrrn'atietre Ai? Po114-
hor►
 Control, at Giffels Asstuiates, 11Ie , Southfield, Mi.
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I Soler Power
On the Farm
Iq William S. sullin%
A%%i%tant toen%i(en Iditnr
A. ► n%.► % Male I h ► i%e•r%ily
s
ORIGIMAL PAM IS
OF POOR QUALITY
1 1 %u ► g %olar energy ()it 	 ImIli ^^, ► .
only art 	 In the earl y 19"11%.
Today it I% ,1n idea whom, time ha-
( ome. Solar pox%e► is here. helping
ter produce meat for the dinner 1.1-
file.
Twelve K,1n%x, liveoo( k prodm -
er% are using solar power to heat
%wine farrowing hou%es. By year's
end, the member will he at lean 1f,
"A p ► odu(er inve%Ung in a %e ► I,tr
( idle( for-storage cyctem similar to
an experimental unit located here
I K,in%as State I tn(versityl (.Ili
 over hit. inve%iment in 7 year%,'
t tarn)% lames P. Wat) Murphy, Ix-
ten%run ,,grit ultural engineer in
%trot tore% and envir( ►nment. " till ,
traditional farm ,tru(turt-% .► re hurll
with the hope that the inve%tment
I% returned in 10 years.''
Millphy it. the ( ond(Iit through
which m%earch inimmatutn colle( I-
ed at the experimental fa( ility, built
4 year-, ago, i% tran%nutled for a( -
tual on-farm use. Under a ( omhina-
lion Delmrlmenl of Inergy 11)O11
,Ind 11 1,1 )A-tit A giant, Murphtt
%Ieend% a third of his time working
with Immets interested in %ol,1r-
healed hog tat IIIhe%
( )n( e ,1 pr(du( er del I(1e" t( go
that route, he n ► ay gel FII. plan'.
And in%truction% front Nitirpliv And
the %pecialis! throw% in some prat -
Ir( al advice to help get the prole( t
oft the table.
The plaits basically reflect experi-
mental work dune at K-State by
professor Charles Spillman, De-
partn ent of Agricultural E ngineer-
Ing. At imal science professor
F-1
Robert H. Him-. and re%ear(h
a%%o%tant Vi( for Robbins aided
Spillman in the prole(l.
1pillman hulls the experinit-mal
If- hs SI1-foot u)lar collet tor-storage
unit on the mouth wall of the far-
nI ►ving hou%e at the ► ^ivrrcity's
.erne re%ear( h ( enter. Partial fund-
ing wa% provided by the I c onomi(
Re%our( e [)evelopment Agent y
11 k1),\1.
the idea i% tee u.e the solar Hall
tee preheat ventilming air in the heel;
hou%e In winter, Ire-,h air entering
It (ive%lo( k building nttr %t he heated
tee the temperature in the (ontnied
,.pm e. In 	 where high wind%
ntay ( on ► lerne with (old tenipera-
ture% to %end the wind ( hill Index
plununeting to %everal d('grerv•
h(•I,)w Tern, energy re(luire(1 to
(61,1111 that goal ( an he excessive.
Moo lit ()(Ili( er% u%e I P gas or ele( -
tri( its to heat the %pa( e.
I' e el.0 energy i% Ideal rn till% ( a%e,
Spillnwn l ►e)int% tut, he( au%e a
%y%tern I;) prehe,el the ventil'itrng
,111 ( an um ,
 energy of mu( h lower
(Iuahly, a% heat of any k,nd In win-
ter ► edit( e% the anrnunj of ( onven-
tron.el energy u%ed.
Annfher .gepealing tvmmv lit %(I-
I,Ir power I% 111,11 pfodut er% don't
h.I\e to build a ne%% %flit( lure t(
bike mf g ant,ege of the %un - i %%,,11
(.Ili lee added to all exi%lnig hulld-
ing, ,1% wa% the ( a%e of K-til,1fe
the main Ivature% of the %nlm
%%,III, whi( It 	 a net (()Ili-( 1mg
,1 ► ea of W) Square feet, are a %1,1( k
of %olid ( one rote hlm k% If► by fi by
11, in( he%) painted bl,1( k with open-
ing% from front to ha( k, and a
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1h1. v(e, ►► of a solar-pt»crre,d farrowing
boom, sh00% isole,tte,. in fhr We k-
gro(und snd► vrdua/ qurrrle •r. for a ungic
hrot ►d %tm and hab ► pip. The- ► .ole,lfe,%
will r ► rnfualls hr pha.rd ouf, thu..a ► -
ing labor and wwrp costs (0279tV21R-4).
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Ch. ►rlr. Spillman (left) and larne,s P.
Aturph$ disc uss possible almrnatives
for improving the performance , of solar
units bong used h) a Ix ►rk produ(e,r
(02/79W2 13-26A).
Arlan lionternan i% one, of 12 A. ►n.. ► .
/iv e-sto( k prodimrr. using sol, ► r Ire Hurt
to hraf swine , larrow ►ng hour. I le,
.huuld re,( ove,r h ► . nur►al mvrslmvnf
►► tthin ' years (0279tV220-22A).
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I Ihic sol.or enerp collet loon .1nd cforal;e
►s.rll supphes nalural he.r ► for Aansas
.Sfdre s lar,owing Now Arrrnss shoo
flit , path of air I% of os he ifed nn Ifs was -
it) flit, venrll.+ ► Ing fan /PN-41841
I
Farrowing House
d(1u1 )14 , Ira 11%palt,nI I)I,r ,,tit cower on
,1 t1,unc IFh.1t all(1m , vt,11t11.tting; air if)
I i•1ss ht,lwe-it the I avers ,),, sI en-
11 . 1% the System.
1lovoig the air IF1r(11 gh Iht, spa( t,
h1 • Iwet,rl thl- covers ,)II(1w% flit. air
I(1 Im k 111) some of Iht, heat that
sN (1uld (1Ih1 • nvise be In.l the air
Icim)ves h1 . .) r 11(1111 Iht, .(11111) side
(1f the hh)( ks 111.1 ,11111 (()Ilk the
%urf,11 a 111 lurflivi 11'(1111 t, ht,,)I ((1ss
Iron ► the %brat,
111SUle, .t ( (  III IIItI g.I I,ut I I)nVivo 1-
t,d to a dw I sy%fem mi)ves the air
1(1 the furnace in Iht, farrowing;
h(1 use.
tipillman %.qs %ht, .01.)1 cm,rg{y
( o g le( fed and u%t ,d January Ih ► uug li
6
March one year was equ.11 to burn-
ing 33S gallon% of propane; from
April 1 through lone, saving%
equaled 170 galle)ns.
With farrowing house tempera-
tures maintained at h0 to 65' F.,
Spillman estimates the equivalent
of I gallon of propane is saved
for each square foot of collector
for Kansas conditions. Savings
would vary depending on location.
The scientist believes the basic
concept of the solar energy (o g le( -
for-storage system for preheating;
ventilating air will become a viahlt,
e( onomic alterna t ive as energy
het omen less available and more
expensive.
"We plan to continue resear( h
,111d hopefully refine the system to
make it even more efficient," he
said.
A% for cost, Murphy tiaid his ex-
perien(e with farmers indicates th,+t
a solar wall for preheating; ventilat-
ing; air in a farrowing; house can be
built for $7.50 per square foot of
(oil y ( ling %pace. About $4 of that
amount is labor.
Plans and operating instructions
for the t olle( ling system are availa-
ble for $3 per set from Murphy at
Extension Agricultural Engineering,
Seaton Fall, Kansas State University,
Manhattan, Kan. 66506.17
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y I)ale Ae •e w(ke•r + .nlar enllre lurc Neve
huelt nom c nnc rrte hh ►( As and re +en
reentore e d hhergla% , p.meh. 1111 m.aten-
.al+ needed ter build a solar-lx),wen•d
l.imming he ►u.e are rt •.ldd) available to
l ►rodw er% through building a e ►nlrac -
n er., lumbe n ,ard%, and solar energy,
vende m (027911'217.34).
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r r ^ ALm leahncon, assistant research e•ngo.firm, Aims a "atchlul rye on n1millor-
mg equipment ua the nur+rry nn 0.#/v
Aeececker's larm in Washington, Aar ► -
sac (0279W217--25).
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Farmer dries corn
with solar energy and
Danish aeration system
f
5 AL BOYU and his father
Lyle, Argenta, Ill., know the
value of Mllar energy in grain
drying
These Macon county farmers
not only use solar-heated air to
dry corn in their 50,000-bu. flat-
storage building but also added
a I ap ish aeration system that
uses forced air to unload the
building.
"Solar compares favorably
with the cost of elevator dr y
-ing," Al Boyd says. "Solar grain
drying is the most energy-effi-
cient means available. In 1976
we used 1224 BTU (British
thermal units) to remove a
pound of water fro p r the corn.
In 1978 we used onl y 697 BTU."
Those BTU figures are the
arnount of energy Boyd pur-
chased. For comparison, Uni-
versity of Illinois ag engineers
say a high-speed gas dryer uses
2000 to 30)0 BTU to remove a
pound of :rater.
He quickly points o ,:.t that
during the 1976 drying season
he dried corn using natural, not
solar-heated, air. He didn't in-
stall the fiberglass on the 4(XX3-
sq.-ft. suspended-plate collector
on the south wall of the 40xl(X)-
ft. building until 1977.
"The fiberglass  resulted in a
40% decrease in the energy re-
quirements to remove each
point of moisture," he says. The
kilowatt hours (kwh) needed to
remove each point of moisture
dropped from 0.25 k ,.-ii per
point in 1976 to 0.153 kwh in
1977 and to 0.142 kwh in 1978.
Boyd, who holds a doctorate
in mathematics, has kept other
records to show the efficiency of
the dryer. "The data are accu-
rate," he emphasizes. "We
weighed and moisture-tested
each load and metered the elec-
trical power."
In 1978 he dried 36,760 bu. of
corn from an average of 21.461
moisture to 13.56%. He started
harvesting corn at more than
30`i moisture and stored several
thousand bushels at more than
25% moisture. The per-bushel
drying cost was 5.464, or 0.694
per point of moisture.
Data from the 1978 drying
season closely parallel the re-
sults from 1977. In 1977 he dried
38,620 bu. of corn from 17.42%
to 14.8% moisture. Cost per
bushel was 2.174, or 0.831 per
point.
"When you compare energy
costs, only gas drying is compet-
itive with solar drying," Boyd
continues. "It you pay 364 per
gallon of propane that contains
90,000 BTU, the 2000 to 3(X)0
BTU a gas dryer uses to remove
a pound of water costs between
0.8t and 1.24.
"If it takes 250(3 BTU to re-
move a pound of water, the cost
would be about le. This is the
same cost as using solar drying
in 1978. The question seems to
be which form of energy - elec-
tricity or gas - will increase in
cost more rapidly," he says.
Grain distribution
Boyd's method of grain distri-
bution as well as that of aera-
tion and unloading make his so-
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lar building unique
Grain enters the west end of
the building on a conveyor belt
from a cleaning tower. The vari-
able-speed conveyor belt near
the ceiling moves the grain from
west to east while a V•plow de.
signed and installed by Boyd
moves along the belt unloading
the grain.
Boyd can adjust conv eyor belt
speed from 5 to 20 ft. per sec-
ond. "You need the 20-ft.-per-
second speed to throw the grain
to the outside of the bin," he ex-
plains.
With this system, Boyd un-
loads grain in the center of the
bin until he has a ridge of grain
the length of the building. He
then increases the speed of the
belt, which gradually spreads
the grain toward the bin walls.
He says the impact of the grain
falling is equivalent to a 4-ft.
drop. "That won't damage
much grain," he says.
DR ►`:nh aeration system
In 1978 Boyd installed an aer-
ation system made by Palle
Westerby, a Danish firm. It's
the only one of its type in North
America. Boyd uses three 20-hp
fans to pull air from the top of
the collecto ► into a collection
chamber on the south wall
These fans force the heated air
through three 36-in. culverts to
a main duct that runs the length
of the building.
Radiating from each side of
the main duct are 30 laterals
that reach from the center of
the building to the outside bin
walls. The laterals are spaced
one meter apart or slightly more
than one yard. The main duct
carries heated air to the later-
als, houses the center drag for
grain unloading, and contains
the control doors and levers for
each lateral.
Before installing the Danish
system, Boyd had aerated the
INSIDE: the main duct Boyd
opens a door that allows air to
enter one of the 60 laterals. Uv-
ere near the doors open gates to
let corn enter the drag.
corn with seven 18-in.-diameter
perforated metal tubes from
each of the 20-hp fans. He says
the tubes did an adequate job of
aeration.
"But we had to move the
tubes to unload the building,"
he notes. "We'd unload the
building by backing a transport
auger into the grain. You could
unload it fast enough but it took
three or four people.
"This Danish system is self-
unloading. It uses an additionQ
0.14t per bushel in electrical
power but saves 0.7t per bushel
in labor costs.
"When gravity fails, air forces
grain into the drag. The system
saves the labor of three men."
To unload corn from flat stor-
age, Boyd goes into the main
duct and opens doors allowing
grain to flow into the floor-level
drag. When corn won't gravity-
feed into the drag, he closes all
but the rear eight laterals and
turns on the fans. The air is
forced out the open laterals,
moves behind the corn, and
pushes it to the center drag.
Boyd says the system leaves
about a half-bushel of corn be-
tween each pair of laterals.
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THIS VIEW of the interior of the building wxs shot from atop the
main duct- On the left you can see two of the three 36-in. culverts that
carry solar-heated air from the solar collector to the main duct. Also
note the laterals from the main duct to the outside wall.
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Al. BOYD opens access door to the main duct of his aeration and
grain-unloading system. This main duct runs the length of the build-
ing and houses the center drag and levers for laterals.
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MR':"n F. SOLAR !i"ZATER DE4CY5T.RA_= AT AGRICULTURE
WASHINGTON, Oct. 15--A portable solar heating unit desired to provide
low-cost energy for a variety of farm uses was introduced t ,-) the public in a
"hands on" de=nstratioa here today.
Members of Congress, government and industry officials, rerpresentatives
of farm and environmental groups and interested bystar.ders took turns assecoling
the unit on the lawn of the U.S. Derartment of Agriculture.
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland saiu the portable solar collector
srA3 a "potential break-tnxouah in helping the farmers and rancners of this country
reduce the grog ng burden of petroleum and pro pane fuel costs."
"If the final tests, which are due before the end of this year, are
succ-ssful, we will have taken a giant step toward our goal of energy self—
sufficiency on the farm by 1990," Berglard said. "This solar collector can
be moved from place to place on the farm for use in such operations as drying	 ^,w
e:ain, heating a farrowing house or providing heat for young chickens -- all
at low cost."	 r
The heater also can be used to warm the farm residence when not used
for other purposes. The final testing is to be conducted in Arizona later this
i.
month. if the final results are as expected, plans and specifications for
i
	
	
l
manufacture are expected to be a-,--'-!able by January 19eO. The cost of materials
is est:—ted at about .*2,5'0. 	 Y
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e unit can be xarxeted in severe: ways. F%mer3 eligible for Farmers
Home Administration (Fx.FA) loans could finance the heater through a farm improvement
loan. Conti actors could be licensed to do the installation, or plans could be
made available to persons who want to do their own 'installation.
TBerglsrd said the solar unit also would be eligible for farm facility
loans aftinistered by the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS)
for the prl=ary purpose of grain drying. Loa ns for sots- grain drying systems
have been available to farmers through ASCS county offices since last May 25-
The solar heater was developed for Fmva by Ooug:as Wilke, a Glen Head,
N.Y., engineer and architect, in cooperation with Bethlehem Steel Corporation of
Bethlehem, Pa.
"This unique blend of small business, big business and government proves
that this course of action c.-.n work and work well," Bergland sail. "It is directly
in ke eping with President Carter' stated policy of merging private and public
efforts whenever and wherever possible to help solve the energy problems we face
today and anticirate tomorrow."
The sortable unit is derived from a stationary model being tested on Fmti{A-
financed homes in three states -- Maine, Virginia and New Mexico. Installations
are being made on test homes in the three addition al states of Illinois, Oklahoma
and North Dakota.
If test-proven, the collectors will be offered as an option on FmRA-
financed rural homes where they also can provide heat for hot water at no additional
operating costs. FmF.A finances an average of almost 150,000 Tura: housing units
a year. Many of them could be fitted with the solar `.eating unit which could
be financed through the mortgage loan.
Adva nce
 :r ?elease at 6 :30 3.=. MT, Monday, Oct 15, 1979
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1.	 Introduction
1.1 Costing Basis
The solar system construction cost study contained herein
is based on actual unit cost figures used in estimating both
residential and commercial projects in the Chicago Metropolitan
area.
1.2 Design and Zoning Considerations
All design construction, zoning and building Ludes for
the Chicago Metropolitan residential area have been taken into
consideration in obtaining the final installed cost. Actual
installation can deviate from estimated costs, due to specific
local town or village codes, set-back requirements and
architectural appearance requirements.
1.3 Scope of Study
The enclosed cost study does not represent a proposal to
build and install a solar heating unit. The estimate is solely
2.	 Discussion
2.1 Portability
The SIMS solar system has been presented as a self-contained,
portable solar system. It appears that a more practical product
would be presented as a pre-packaged s ystem, with final fabrica-
tion at the project site since the present level of system
portability is limited.
2.2 Desi gn and Construction
The SIMS solar '3ystem X64 operationally appears to be a
typical solar system, without any new or unique features. It
is presented to the end user as a complete prefabricated unit.
In some instances the materials of construction are far more
sophisticated than required to meet most building codes.
2.3 Zoning
The Chicago residential metropolitan area is very strict
on the use of out-buildings or sheds. The collector building
would most likely be considered an out-building, and, therefore,
its use restricted if another out-building (i.e., detached
garage) was anticipated.
2.4 Building Codes
To be acceptable in the City of Chicago, or many suburban
areas, the entire system, if installed as a prefabricated unit,
would most likely require a U.L. listing and label.
2.5 Freeze Protection
The system as designed incorporates a thermal bleed system
to prevent freezing below certain temperatures. The system is
inadegvAte for Chicago, or more Northern areas of the country.
II-2
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2.6 Adapting to Existing Systems
It is necessary to locate the collector building facing
South for efficiency. However, the following conditions could
prevent this location:
• Lot line restrictions on the South Side of the
existing building.
• Existing heating source (i.e., gas fired furnace)
might be on the opposite side of the house.
• Bulky connections (photo #3 and #4) would be impossible
to make or create interference with existing use of
connection area.
t
f
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3.	 Analytical Approach
3.1 Basic Solar Heating System #4
The basic solar heating system #4 is the DOE/NASA SIMS
prototype solar heating system #4 (MSFC System #4) as referenced
in MFS-23924, 25022, 25116 and 823924 reports.
The basic system V4 operates in three separate and
distinct modes as indicated on drawing q 1, 2 and 3.
The cost study is divided into three separate categories
fused on the total number of units manufactured, and the final
installation costs.
• Cost study #1 is based on producing one single unit
to be installed in the Chicago Metropolitan area
• Cost study #2 is based on mass producing 10,000 systems
(yearly production), and distributing to localized
dealers for their sale to the final user.
• Cost study #3 is the final fixed installation and
site improvement costs required to deliver, set up,
connect and start-up a single system in the Chicago
Metropolitan area. This cost should remain constant
even if the system is mass produced.
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1.	 4.	 Cost Study #1 -	 (One Unit)
4.1	 Cost	 Study #1	 - Recap
Major Components^	 $ 25,58	 .36
Control Devices 439.39
Piping Materials 394.74
Wiring Materials 100.16
Ducting Materials 250.15
Rock Storage Bin Materials 764.74
`	 Insulation Materials 1,469.11
Misc.	 Materials 66.20
r	 Labor	 -	 Mechanical 3,833.50
j	 Housing Materials 10,748.41
Labor - Housing 4,368.00
Warranty Provision 214.57
Contractors Overhead 4,234.70
Contractors Profit 3,246.60
Total Cost $35,712.63
l	 4.2	 Cost	 Study #1	 -	 Single Unit
Major Components
12 Collectors @ $ 420.00 ea. $ 5,040.00
1 Blower - Collector Loop 120.08
f	 1 Blower - Load Loop 122.28
1 Coil 120.00
1 Water Tank,	 66 Gal. 180.00
Total Major Components $ 5,582.36
Control Devices
[	 2 Controllers @ 81.23 ea. $ 162.46
4 Sensors @ $ 11.25 ea. 45.00
1 Well 5.00
1 Storage Temp.,	 High Limit 30.69
1 Storage Temp.,	 Low Limit 30.69
1 Preheat,	 High Limit 6.54
2 Relays 24.60
1	 1 Thermostat 41.67
1 Switch 2.10
1 Legend Plate 2.50
f	 2 Control Transformers 8.69
2 Damper Motors 79.45
!v	
Total Control Devices $ 439.39
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19.01
3.62
2.90
18.06
10.00
10.72
1.30
7.25
12.00
11.50
1.79
2.01
Piping Materials
Copper Pipe, Valves & Fittings
C.P.V.C. Pipe, Valves & Fittings
Piping Supplies
Temp-Press Relief Valve
Thermal Bleeder Valve
Total Piping Materials
$	 82.69
103.96
37.33
5.00
165.76
$ 394.74
Wiri
125'
30'
70'
300'
1
1
4
1
1
1
ng Materials
Greenfield
Conduit
Wire #14 THW
Wire P12 THW
Shielded Cable
Misc. Supplies
Recepticle
Panel Board
Circuit Breakers
Fluorescent Fixture
Switch
Fluorescent Tube
Total Wiring Materials
Ducti^ig Materials
2 Control Dampers @ $24.57 ea.
2 Back Draft Dampers
@ $15.00 ea.
2 Balancing Dampers
@ $ 1.50 ea.
Ductwork (Round)
Ductwork (Rectangular)
Misc. Supplies
Aluminum
Total Ducting Materials
Rock Storace Bin Materials
$ 100.16
$	 49.14
30.00
3.00
55.31
58.37
44.33
10.00
$ 250.15
$	 119.44
13.51
8.00
23.04
8.91
511.36
20.00
60.48`o
!o
Grating
Wire
Perforated MPCal
Structural Angles
Misc.
Panels
Adhesive
Corner Strips
Total Rock Storage Bin Materials $ 764.74
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Insulation Materials
Urethane Materials $ 795.00
285 S.F.	 Duct Covering 656.81
34 L.F.	 Armaflex 14.42
Misc.	 Supplies 2.88
Total Insulation Materials $1,469.11
Misc.	 Materials
Storage Racks $ 50.00
1	 V Belt 1.43
1	 Motor Pulley 6.18
1	 Blower Pulley 8.59
Total Misc.	 Mat e rials $ 66.20
Labor - Mechanical
Set Collectors 16 Man Hours
Set Blower 2 Man Hours
Set Blower 2 Man Hours
Set Coil 3 Man Hours
Set Hot Water Tank 2 Man Hours
Fabricate Rock
Storage Bin 28 Man Hours
Set Controls 6 Man Hours
Set Rock Storage Bin 4 Man Hours
Piping 14 Man Hours
Ductwork 28 Man Hours
Wiring 16 Man Hours
Test Controls 4 Man Hours
Paint 3 Man hours
Install Contrsl
Damppers 3 Man Hours
In _v
	 back urait
Dampers 2 Man Hours
Instill  Balancing
Damper 1 Man Hour
Shop Handling 8 Man Hours
Insulation 37 Man Hours
Misc. 4 Msn Hours
Belt Guards 4 Man Hours
Total Man Hours 187 Man Hours
Total Man Hours
@ $20.50 per
Man Hour
	 $3,833.50
II-10
.00
i
'	 Housing Materials
650 L.F. 4" Aluminum Channel
@	 $6.53
	 $ 4,244.50
164	 L.F. 6" Aluminum Channel
@	 $10.61 1,740.04
20	 L.F. 8" Aluminum Channel
+ @ $15.56 311.20
68	 L.F. 3.2" Aluminum Channel
@	 $31.01 2,108.68
200 Aluminum Clip Angles 900.00
1200 Rivets & Screws 150.00
377	 S.F. Aluminum Siding @ 75C 282.75
48	 S.F. Fiber lass Roof Panels
@	 5.00 240.00
Roof Panel Trim 75.00
76	 L.F. 2" Aluminum "T" Mouldings
@ $4.24 322.24
Misc.	 Fittings 100.00
Roof Top Ventilator 65.00
1 Entry Door w/Hardware 184.00
Paint & Stain 25.00
Total Housing Materials
	 $10,748.41
Labor - Housing
Erect Exterior
Framing 32 Man Hours
Erect Roof Framing 16 Man Hours
Install Cross Ties,
Intermediate
Framing & Ridge
Channel
	 114 Mar. Hours
Install Aluminum
Siding	 10 Man Hours
Install Fiberglass
Roof Panels &
Trim Solar Panels 25 Man Hours
Install rise.
Fittings &
Roof Ventilator	 15 Man Hours
Install Entry Door
	 8 Man Hours
Paint & Stain	 3 Man Hours
Tnt2l Man Mniirc 77L Mnn Mnllrc
Contractors oycrheadoverhead	 consists of office expenses,
estimators salaries, insurance, auto and truck
expenses and depreciation, equipment maintenance
and utilities. We have used a general figure of
15% of the total job costs.
Contractors profit is estimated at 10% of the total
project costs.
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5.	 Cost Study #2 - (10,000 Units)
5.1 Cost Study Q - Recap
Major Components	 $
Control Devices
Piping Materials
Wiring Materials
Ducting Materials
Rock Storage Bin Materials
Insulation Materials
Misc. Materials
Labor. - Mechanical
Housing Materials
Labor - Housing
Manufacturing Experience (overhead)
Manufacturers Profit
3,516.70
37.".19
243.71
84.16
207.57
653.26
965.30
49.40
1,012.73
3,960.57
676.80
3,379.06
603.10
Total Cost	 $15,680.55
5.2 Cost Study t2 - 10,000 Units
Major Components
12 Collectors @ $262.00 ea
	 $ 3,081.12
1 Blower - Collector Loop 	 88.23
1 Blower - Loa.: Loop
	 89.85
1 Coil
	 97.50
1 Water Talk, 66 Gal.
	 160.00
Total Major Components	 $ 3,516.70
Control Devices
2 Controllers @ $60.92	 ea. $	 121.85
4 Sensore
	 $8.43 33.75
1 Well 3.75
1	 Storage Temp., High Limit 23.02
1	 Storage Temp., Low Limit 23.02
1 Preheat,	 High Limit 4.81
2 Relays @ $9.22 ea. 18.45
1 Thermostat 31.25
1 Switch 1.68
1 Legend Plate .50
2 Transformers @ $3.26	 ea. 6.52
2 Damper Motors @	 $29.79	 ea. 59.59
Total Control Devices $	 328.19
.,
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Piping Materials
Copper Pipe, Valves & Fittings 	 $	 63.57
C.P.V.C. Pipe, Valves b Fittings	 69.31
Piping Supplies	 26.58
Temp-Press Relief Valve
	
4.25
Thermal Bleeder Valve
	 80.00
Total Piping Materials	 $ 243.71
Wirinc Materials
125' Greenfield $ 16.16
50' Conduit 3.25
70' Wire #14 THW 2.32
300' Wire $12 THW 14.69
Shielded Cable 8.00
Misc.
	 Supplies 8.88
1 Recepticle 1.11
1 Panel Board 6.16
4 Circuit Breakers 10.20
1 Fluorescent Fixture 10.35
1 Switch 1.43
1 Fluorescent Tube 1.61
Total Wiring Materials $ 84.16
Ducting Materials
2 Control Dampers @ $15.50 ea. $ 31.00
2 Back Draft Dampers
@	 $10.00	 ea. 20.00
2 Back Balancing Dam ers
@ 91.00 ea. 2.00
Ductwork (Round) 44.24
Ductwork (Rectangular) 58.37
Misc.	 Supplies 41.96
Aluminum 10.00
Total Ducting Materials $ 207.57
Rock Stora ge Bin Materials
Grating $	 107.49
Wire 10.81
Perforated Metal 4.88
Structural Angles 10.98
Misc. 4.96
Panels 449.11
Adhesive 45.03
Ccrner Strips 20.00
Total Rock Storage Bin Materials $ 653.26
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Insulation Materials
Urethane Materials $ 426.00
285
	
S.F.	 Duct Covering 525.45
34 L.F. Armaflex 11.54
Misc.	 Supplies 2.31
Total Insulation Materials $ 965.30
Misc.	 Materials
Storage Rocks $ 36.50
1	 V Belt 1.05
1	 Motor Pulley 4.54
1	 Blower Pulley 6.31
Total Misc.	 Materials $ 49.40
Labor - Mechanical
Set Collectors 16 Man }lours
Set Blower 2 Man Hours
Set Blower 2 Man Hours
bet Coil 3 Man Hours
j Set Hot Water Tank 2 Man Hours
Fabriczte Rock
Storage Bin 26 Man Hours
Pipeline 14 Man Hours
Ductwork 25 Man Hours
Test Controls 2 Man Hours
Paint 2 Man Hours
Insta l l Control
Dampers 3 Man Hours
Install Back Draft
Dampers 2 Man Hours
install Balancing
Dampers 1 Man Hours
Shop Handling 8 Man Hours
Insulation 37 Man Hours
Misc. 4 Man Hours
Belt Guards 4 Man Hours
Total Man Hours 169 Man Hours
Total Man Hours
@ $7.05 per
Man Hour $ 1,012.73
Ii
U
e
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v
'	 Housing Materials
650 L.F.	 4" Aluminum Channel $	 1,254.50
ld 	$1.93
164 L.F.	 6" Aluminum Channel
0	 $3. 1 3 513.32
20 L.F. 	 8" Aluminum Channel
ld $4.59 91.80
68 L.F.	 12" Aluminum Channel
@	 $9.15 622.20
200 Aluminum Clip Angles 540.00
1200 Rivets & Screw8 90.00
377	 S.F.	 Ahimin«m Siding 212.00
48 S.F.	 Fiberylass	 Roof	 PnneIs 180.00
!g oof	 1'mie 1	 Trim 50.00
76 L.F.	 2" Aluminum "T" Mouldings
(d	 $1.25 95 .00
Mis c. 	 Fittings 75.00
Roof Top Ventilator 57.50
1 Entry Door w/Hardware 166.75
Paint & Stain 12.50
Total	 Housity, Materials $	 3,960.57
Labor - Housing;
Erect Exterior
Framing 16 Mall H o urs
Erec t Roo t 	Framing 8 Man Hours
Install	 Cross Ties,
1 ntermed iate
Framing; &
	
Hld^,,v
Cha tore 1 3: Marl Hours
Install Aluminum
Sidi ng 6 Main Hour s
Install Fiberglass
Ro,)f P.,.iwls & "	 im
Solar Pane l s 14 Man Hours
install Mist.
Fittings and Roof
Ventilator 8 Man flours
Install Entry Door 3 Man Hours
Paint	 & Stain 1 Mr111 Hours
Shop	 Handl irn 1; 8 Main Hours
Total Man Hours	 96 Man Hours
Total Main Hours
@ $7.05 per
Main Hour	 $	 676.80
t.^
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U.
Manufacturin g
 experiencK consists of insurance,
bene its, plant burden and general administration.
We have used the accepted formula of twice the
direct labor costs.
Profit hits been estimated at 4% of the total
manufactured cost .
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6.	 Cosr	 Study #3 -	 ( Site Costs)
6.1	 Cost Study 3 -	 Recap
Excavation $	 570.00
Concrete 1,736.75
Final Connections 500.00
Total Cost $2,806.75
Excavation
Trench Wall
	 18 C.Y. @ $5.00 $	 90.00
Backfill
Exterior Clay -	 8 C.Y.	 @ $5.00 40.00
Interior -	 Sand -	 20 C.Y.	 @ $8.00 160.00
Haul	 Spoil
	 -	 10 C.Y.	 @ $10.00 100.00
Misc.	 Grading -	 1 hr. @ $60.00 60.00
Overhead,	 15% 75.00
Profit,
	
10% 50.00
Total Excavating Cost $	 570.00
Concrete
Footings	 -	 5 C.Y. @ $120.00 $	 600.00
Walls	 -	 4.5 C.Y.	 @ $12u.00 540.00
Slab	 -	 243 S.F.	 @ $ 2.25 546.75
Misc.	 Disposable Items 50.00
Total Concrete Cost $1,736.75
Final connections to the existing system are an
unknown item.	 We have used an allowance of
$500.00 to connect ductwork, 	 piping, and make
electrical connections.
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I7.	 Conclusions and Recommendations
7.1 Conclusions
The system is housed in a semi-portable building which
challenges local building codes, zoning requirements, and
architectural standards of many residential Metropolitan Chicago
areas. These factors influence the accurac y of the cost estimate.
• The system, as designed, will not meet the City
of Chicago building code requirements.
• The conditions and restrictions that the systems
must meet eliminate it from the new and remodeling
market in the Chicago Metropolitan area.
• The system as installed at the Jackson, Mississippi
facility will noc meet Chicago building codes.
• The total cost tc manufacture and install system 04
as designed in the Greater Chicago area is estiri;ated
at $38,518.00. Tile cost in quantities of 10,000 will
be $18,486.00.
• The use of aluminum extruded structural members has
a significant impact on the cost of building materials
required for the system.
• Modifications in building, materials selection and
design may make it possible to manufacture and
install the system for less than $5,000.00.
• Blowe.-s and dampers specified are sub-standard for
the residential application intended.
• The thermal bleed valve specified will not operave
effectively in the Chicago area since water temperatures
can be close to freezing.
7.2 Recommendations
• It is recommended that a second cost estimate be
performed to determine the lowest cost in which the
system can be crsnt,factured when incorporating design
and materials changes. The design and materials
ci;anges will enable conformance to building code
requirements.
• Perform a System #4 cost estimate for a commercial/
industrial building application, since coae requirements
will be easier to conform to.
• Perform a cost estimate utilizing the s y stem as a
portable heating source in agricultural applications.
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